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THOMAS EDISON STATE UNIVERSITY
Thomas Edison State University provides distinctive undergraduate and graduate education for self-directed adults through flexible, high-quality, collegiate learning and assessment opportunities. Cited as “the college that paved the way for flexibility” by The New York Times and one of the top 20 colleges and universities in the nation in the use of technology to create learning opportunities for adults by Forbes magazine, Thomas Edison State University enables adults to build on their past achievements as a bridge to their future success.

The University offers the highest quality education to adults who have the inspiration, self-discipline and energy to complete a college degree despite the many conflicting demands of career, family and community. Founded in 1972, this world-renowned institution offers associate, bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees in more than 100 areas of study. Thomas Edison State University provides adults from every state in the United States and approximately 68 countries throughout the world with a wide variety of ways to complete a quality degree.

Thomas Edison State University pioneered the awarding of college credit for knowledge obtained in noncollegiate environments through its prior learning assessment (PLA) programs, led in the development of taking college courses at a distance through the use of technology and is one of the nation’s leading providers of worldwide education for the members of the United States military.

The University’s Kelsey Building is recognized as one of the most important visual landmarks of the Trenton, N.J., State House Historic District, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Originally built by Henry Cooper Kelsey, a banker and politician with an appreciation for the arts, the Kelsey Building is a memorial to his wife, Prudence Townsend Kelsey, who died in 1904. The building was dedicated in 1911 as the School for Industrial Arts. In 1979, when Thomas Edison State University was looking to move from office space it had outgrown in the Forrestal Center outside of Princeton, N.J., the state was looking for an appropriate tenant for the landmark Kelsey Building, while the city sought to preserve the building’s historic use as a school. All three concerns were brought together when state Senate President Joseph P. Merlino persuaded Gov. Brendan T. Byrne that, along with five adjoining townhouses, the Kelsey Building was ideal for Thomas Edison’s expansion.

Although, the vibrancy of the University’s student body is felt across the globe, the physical campus surrounds the state capitol building and the New Jersey State Library, contributing to a dynamic downtown community.

In the true spirit of inspiration and innovation, Thomas Edison State University will continue to reinvent the future of higher education.
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September 28, 2019
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Performer/Conductor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processional</td>
<td>“Pomp and Circumstance” by Sir Edward Elgar, Kevin O'Malia, Organist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome and Introductions</td>
<td>Cynthia G. Baum, PhD Provost Thomas Edison State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of Colors</td>
<td>NJ National Guard Color Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Star Spangled Banner”</td>
<td>by Francis Scott Key Princeton Pro Musica, Ryan James Brandau, Conductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s Remarks</td>
<td>Merodie A. Hancock, PhD President Thomas Edison State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Behalf of Trustees</td>
<td>Kemi Alli, MD Chairperson, Board of Trustees Thomas Edison State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Behalf of Graduates</td>
<td>Colleen Lynn Geib, BSN '19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Behalf of Alumni</td>
<td>Tracye Coleman, BSBA '14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical Presentation</td>
<td>“If You Can Walk, You Can Dance” (Zimbabwean Proverb) E. Alexander Princeton Pro Musica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferring of Honorary Degrees</td>
<td>Merodie A. Hancock, PhD President Thomas Edison State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Doctor of Humane Letters
Marilyn R. Pearson
President, TPB Legacy Group
Brigadier General Jemal J. Beale
The Adjutant General of New Jersey

Singing of the Alma Mater
Princeton Pro Musica
Ryan James Brandau, Conductor

Presentation of Candidates for Degrees
Dean John O. Aje
School of Applied Science and Technology
Dean John Woznicki
Heavin School of Arts and Sciences
Dean Michael Williams
School of Business and Management
Dean Filomela A. Marshall
W. Cary Edwards School of Nursing
Dean Joseph Youngblood II
John S. Watson School of Public Service

Conferring of Degrees
Merodie A. Hancock, PhD
President
Thomas Edison State University

Recessional
Fugue in E-flat Major, “St. Anne” (BWV 522,2)
by J. S. Bach
Kevin O’Malia, Organist

Everyone is asked to stand during the Processional, the singing of the Alma Mater and the Recessional.

This Commencement Program is intended for unofficial use only. It may not be used for legal purposes or as proof of the University’s granting of degree to, or receipt of diploma by, any individual named herein. Contents of this publication reflect information available at, or before, the time of printing.
School of Applied Science and Technology

Master of Science

Matthew Lawrence Beeler, Nuclear Energy Technology Management
Antonio Colon III, Technical Studies

Christopher K. Gross, Technical Studies
Derek J. Souzer, Technical Studies

Master of Science in Applied Science and Technology

Francine Leonardi Boeni, Clinical Trial Management
Ralph J. Frederes, Nuclear Energy Technology Management
Grant G. Gallimore, Nuclear Energy Technology Management
Christabel O. Ikedichi, Clinical Trial Management
Tara Jane Jones, Nuclear Energy Technology Management
Nicholas John Loburk, Information Technology

David McAllister, Nuclear Energy Technology Management
Tara Lynn Morgan, Clinical Trial Management
John L. Rodriguez, Technical Studies
James L. Stott, Nuclear Energy Technology Management
Kellen Anthony Troino, Technical Studies
Kathleen M. Yavor, Technical Studies

Master of Science in Information Technology

Philip T. Abalos Jr., Network Management
Prime Kevin Bekondo, Data Management and Analytics
Regina Davis, Health Information Technology
Paris-Anne Foerst, Health Information Technology
Rebecca A. Fricker, Cybersecurity

Scott Palmer, Cybersecurity
Gina L. Pierson, Information Assurance
Lisanne M. Quaranta, Information Assurance
Daniel Newrell Strusser, Cybersecurity

Bachelor of Science

Chris C. Allgeier, Nutrition and Dietetics
Manuela Anaya, Nutrition and Dietetics
Romany Armanious, Medical Imaging Sciences
George E. Atilano Jr., Aviation Maintenance Technology
Jonathan Lee Barnes, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jason Anthony Barr, Technical Studies
Karl Brian Bausman Jr., Technical Studies ★ ●
Shalema Bazomo, Medical Imaging Sciences
Jarius D. Beasley, Clinical Laboratory Science
Matthew Beilsmith, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology ★
Christopher Betancourt, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Andrew E. Blazek, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Timothy Blecher, Technical Studies

John Anthony Bonvini, Technical Studies
Jordan Bosserman, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ★ ●
David Brown, Radiation Protection ★
Jonathan N. Buckingham, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Abel Castillo, Aviation Flight Technology
Miles Timothy Coan, Health Services Technology ★
Chad Clinton Cogar, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Kentrail L. Conyers, Clinical Laboratory Science
Bryan David Cornish, Nuclear Engineering Technology ★
Justin Crocker, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Tri Dang, Biomedical Electronics
Jakub Daszyk, Aviation Flight Technology
Amber De La O, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Ernesto H. DeLeon Jr., Technical Studies
Bachelor of Science, continued

Lawrence O. Dickerson, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Cody Downey, Aviation Flight Technology
Matthew Jacob Drain, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Julie D. Eberle-Proscia, Health Sciences
Brandon Coy Ellis, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Andrew Ellison, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Chris L. Emerson, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Johan E. Eriksson, Aviation Flight Technology
Barbara L. Ferguson, Nutrition and Dietetics
Scott Michael Findley, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Wesley Daniel Flannell, Aviation Flight Technology
Amy Diane Fonseca, Air Traffic Control
Joshua French, Information Technology
Jocelyn Fulford, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Omar D. Gamboa, Respiratory Care
Steven E.F. Gaschler, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Damon Carroll Gilliam, Technical Studies
Chana H. Goldberg, Nutrition and Dietetics
Emmanuel Gomez, Biomedical Electronics
Justin Dean Goss, Electrical Technology
Bradley Matthew Gough, Technical Studies
Terence M. Haag, Clinical Laboratory Science
Jane Hahn, Nutrition and Dietetics
Shakina Hall, Health Sciences
Chase Harman, Energy Systems Technology
Brian Harris, Technical Studies
Zachary T. Hayes, Technical Studies
William R. Herbst, Technical Studies
John J. Hernandezmontilla, Clinical Laboratory Science
Chris Hint, Radiation Protection
Geoffrey Michael Hogan, Aviation Flight Technology
Andrea Hudnall, Health Sciences
Nurtay Jaxaliyev, Technical Studies
Fabiola Jean, Health Information Management
Kyle Kenneth Jensen, Medical Imaging
Robin Mikael Jonasson, Aviation Flight Technology
Royce Martin Jones, Aviation Flight Technology
Kristine E. Joyner, Health Sciences
Ezza Kassahun, Aviation Flight Technology
Amy K. Kazary, Health Information Management
Mark C. Kelly, Technical Studies
Kara M. Kilmartin, Nutrition and Dietetics
Kodjo Bouladome Klousse, Clinical Laboratory Science
Per Filip Kron, Aviation Flight Technology
Jeff Lane, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Kelly A. Larkin, Medical Imaging
Kyle W. Lewis, Health Sciences
Luis Alfredo Liza, Health Sciences
Dejan Lucic, Aviation Flight Technology
Juan Gonzalo Luzuriaga, Technical Studies
Gerald A. MacDonald Jr., Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Caleb Magnon II, Technical Studies
Mostafa Mohamed Mahfouz, Electrical Technology
Ruben J. Maldonado, Clinical Laboratory Science
Nicholas John Maliniak, Air Traffic Control
Kyle R. Marconi, Health Sciences
Steven A. Mathewson, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Jenna Celisse McCormick, Nutrition and Dietetics
Kevin McGarry, Air Traffic Control
TaVonda McGhee, Technical Studies
Eddie McKinney, Technical Studies
Brett Metcalf, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Bradley S. Morrison, Technical Studies
Lance Dylan Mueller, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Wayne A. Neufeld, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
James Carlton Nixon, Electrical Technology
Christian Larsen Nuzzo, Aviation Flight Technology
Alexander U. Ofoma, Health Services Technology
David R. Orloff, Health Services Technology
Juan Orozco, Aviation Flight Technology
William Brandon Orr, Technical Studies
Denise N. Ortega, Health Sciences
Carolina Osthus Topet, Information Technology
Brian Patrick Pack, Radiation Protection
Taren Pannu, Dental Hygiene
Babette C. Paradowski, Health Sciences
Randolph Parker III, Technical Studies
Jaivikkumar G. Patel, Information Technology
Krushan Patel, Information Technology
Christopher Andrew Perdue, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
David E. Pettle, Aviation Management
Megan L. Polulak, Medical Imaging Sciences
Hilda K. Portik-Gumbs, Nutrition and Dietetics
Terrence Powell, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Christopher Puckett, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Evan G. Quagliato, Technical Studies
Elaine S. Raffino, Health Sciences
Gajen Rajasingham, Medical Imaging Sciences
Napoleon Rayner Jr., Air Traffic Control
Katie Ann Reidl, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Rose M. Riley, Clinical Laboratory Science
Alysa M. Ripley, Health Services Technology
David W. Roberson, Aviation Flight Technology
Corey Darnell Rodgers, Technical Studies
Andrew Rogers, Energy Systems Technology
Bachelor of Science, continued

Michael Roi Rogers, Technical Studies
David Joshua Allen Ross, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Yolanda M. San Martin, Health Information Management
Sandra Saraiva, Medical Imaging Sciences
Sean M. Scanlon, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Andrea R. Schiano, Health Sciences
Dageria A. Shaw, Health Sciences
Christopher M. Sheley, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Jerrad Smythers, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Anthony Snow, Air Traffic Control
Ines A. Spoerl, Health Sciences
Lisa D. Spottwood Brown, Information Technology
Peggy Squire, Nutrition and Dietetics
Dhanashree Sridhar, Medical Imaging Sciences
Christopher Ryan Stone, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
James Stouder, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Ronald Enrique Suarez, Aviation Flight Technology
Jeffrey Svihlik, Aviation Flight Technology
Justin V. Tapay, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Alexander Charles Taylor, Technical Studies

Richard Telusma, Health Information Management
Thomas Wolfgang Thompson, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Matthew Kent Howard Utz, Technical Studies
Alyssa Marie S. Valimento, Clinical Laboratory Science
Dennis Villanueva, Technical Studies
Craig Anthony Vinson, Aviation Flight Technology
Arik Lee Warwick Jr., Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Devan E. Watson, Military Technology Leadership
Lindsey M. Watson, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Miranda G. Weaver, Clinical Laboratory Science
Gale L. Webb, Clinical Laboratory Science
Vernon Roy Williford, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Tanner Earle Woodcock, Aviation Flight Technology
Benjamin Woods, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Max Alfred Robert Woods, Aviation Flight Technology
Anthony H. Wright, Health Services Technology
Edward M. Wright, Technical Studies
Rebecca Ann Yeager, Health Sciences
Douglas James Zweerink, Nuclear Engineering Technology

Bachelor of Science in Applied Science and Technology

Matthew C. Abare, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jauwana L. Adams, Clinical Laboratory Science
Odely Aime, Electrical Technology
Bill Albertson, Energy Systems Technology
Geoffrey L. Andrews, Air Traffic Control
Steve Arias, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Carlos Abraham Arias-Miranda, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Travis Arnold, Air Traffic Control
Nadiel Arocho Saez, Medical Imaging
Perry W. Askins, Air Traffic Control
Shane Scott Atkisson, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Rudy Oswaldo Aviles, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Chris J. Baartman, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Marc Bagarinao, Biomedical Electronics
Melvin Floyd Barber, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Samuel Barfuss, Technical Studies
Michael Barlow, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Maikel Barrosocruz, Biomedical Electronics
Allan Bartow Jr., Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Joshua Daniel Bedore, Clinical Laboratory Science

Bryan W. Bell, Technical Studies
David Shannon Bell, Technical Studies
Rafer Amod Belton, Health Services Technology
Andrew D. Bentley, Information Technology
Nathan Joshua Bileck, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Alexander P. Bilbin, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Timothy S. Blackmon, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Derek Toler Blair, Air Traffic Control
Jared A. Blazich, Biomedical Electronics
Michael Craig Bongren, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Kendra Bostard, Respiratory Care
Timothy Allen Brackens, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Dirk M. Brandt, Aviation Flight Technology
Cody Lee Brill, Technical Studies
Samantha Brinker, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Stephanie B. Brockman, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Joshua S. Brockman, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Kenneth L. Burch, Nuclear Engineering Technology
John Joseph Burke, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Shane M. Busby, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Joshua David Buterbaugh, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Susan Margaret Campbell, Respiratory Care
Aliza C. Cantu, Clinical Laboratory Science
Jesse Cantu Jr., Clinical Laboratory Science
Michael D. Caprera, Information Technology
Nicholas Isaac Carlton, Health Services Technology
Patrick Michael Cartwright, Technical Studies
Robert H. Caudle, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Nicole A. Chahin, Clinical Laboratory Science
Michael Chapman, Health Services Technology ●
Alpesh Chaudhari, Aviation Flight Technology
Luigi Wilton Chemell, Health Services Technology ●
Todd R. Ciuk, Electronics Engineering Technology
Raymond J. Clark, Clinical Laboratory Science
Janelle Domdom Clay, Clinical Laboratory Science
Aja Coleman, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Christopher H. Collins, Biomedical Electronics
Christopher Conley, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
Rafael J. Cortinatoldeo, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
Justin R. Coulston, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology ●
John A. Courtemanche, Technical Studies
Maisie E. Cowden, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Erl K. Crosby, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
George Martin Czeiszperger, Nuclear Engineering Technology ●
William Blake Damron, Information Technology
Jeremy Paul Daniels, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Bryan Thomas Day, Nuclear Engineering Technology ●
Nickolas James De La Mater, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
William Francis Deakin, Nuclear Engineering Technology ●
Scott Deal, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Joey M. Decourval, Technical Studies
Kenneth Eli Dedek, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
Gerard R. Denne, Technical Studies
Richard Ray Dickinson, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Michael A. Dlabaj, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology ●
Laura N. Dodd, Medical Imaging
Brian Charles Doebler, Military Technology Leadership
Carrie A. Doris, Electrical Technology
Ryan Douglas, Electrical Technology
Drew Caleb Downing, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Sean D. Drummond, Electronics Engineering Technology
Matt Duganne, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
Matthew G. Dzurak, Information Technology
Samuel Enriquez, Respiratory Care ●
Christine Farrell, Technical Studies
Charles Fefey, Technical Studies
Bret M. Fellows, Technical Studies
Michael Finan, Aviation Flight Technology
Sean Thomas Finn, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Mark Timothy Flater, Air Traffic Control
Oscar Floyd Corpus Flores, Clinical Laboratory Science
Aaron John Santos Fortes, Clinical Laboratory Science
Nicholas Francis, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
Aurora Frausto, Clinical Laboratory Science
Jason Kelly Gale, Air Traffic Control ●
Ramiro Julio Garcia, Electrical Technology
Stephen Frank Garrett, Technical Studies ●
John C. Garry, Electrical Technology
Sevgi Genc, Respiratory Care
James Ronald George, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology ●
Brandan Gerry, Respiratory Care
Keith Janes Gilbert, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Eric E. Glynn, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Joseph R. Godfrey, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology ●
Jilly M. Gonzalez, Technical Studies
Jennifer Nichole Good, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology ●
David K. Gorman, Technical Studies
Joseph Gossard, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
David Paul Gower, Energy Systems Technology ●
Melissa Jane Hallihan, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Devan Harkenrider, Information Technology ●
Alan Harris, Military Technology Leadership
William Lewis Haver, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
Nicholas C. Heger, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
Jose A. Herrera, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology ●
Michael Lynn Hess, Health Services Technology
Bryan G. Hickman, Electrical Technology ●
Autumn B. Hirth, Air Traffic Control
Christian Hjort, Aviation Flight Technology
Michael Minh Hoang, Electrical Technology ●
Cody William Hoover, Nuclear Engineering Technology
George Homer Hoskison, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Derek S. Hostetler, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Loideth Hostetler, Respiratory Care
Johnathon Dewayne Hughes, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Bachelor of Science in Applied Science and Technology, continued

Wondimagegn Tessema Hunde, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Christopher C. Hutchinson, Technical Studies
Vincent J. Ianetta, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Cory D. Imel, Technical Studies
Daniel C. Isfalt, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Joselito C. Jaylo, Biomedical Electronics
Ian Martin Johns, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Margaret Johnson, Health Services Technology
Steven E. Johnson, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Michael Jonathas, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
James Earl Jones Jr., Aviation Maintenance Technology
Jeremiah E. Jones, Military Technology Leadership
Keith D. Jones, Technical Studies
Nathan L. Jones, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Sloane Stefan Jones, Air Traffic Control
William Michael Jones, Biomedical Electronics
Marty Kyle Jordan, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Kody Edwin Judson, Electrical Technology
Kasey Weston Karnes, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Mary Elizabeth Katulak, Health Services Technology
Keith V. Kern, Health Services Technology
Joshua J. Kirk, Air Traffic Control
Lauren Kirsch, Air Traffic Control
Dennis Ray Kise, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Paul Allan Kondratuk, Information Technology
Tobias James Kostner, Technical Studies
Kevin Michael Kujawa, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Brandon Kuntz, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
David A. Kyak, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Mark James Laferriere, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Patrick Lambert, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Terrell L. Landrum, Health Services Technology
Michael Barret Lane, Health Services Technology
Scott Michael Lane, Military Technology Leadership
Nathaniel Adam Lee, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Charles Joseph Leonard, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jason A. Leube, Technical Studies
Robert J. Levens, Air Traffic Control
Jason Levy, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Andrew Kenneth Lewandowski, Aviation Management
Elliott Israel Lipper, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Maria Ximena Lizarzaburu, Radiation Therapy
Bee Chou Lo, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Katherine Lockwood, Health Services Technology
Wilson E. Lopezcuevas, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Erika Love, Health Services Technology
Anthony Lucarano, Clinical Laboratory Science
Andrew J. Ludescher, Clinical Laboratory Science
Peter Roy Luksik, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Keith Everett Lyding, Technical Studies
Samuel Lyles, Technical Studies
Paul James Lyons, Air Traffic Control
Benny Andrew Delos Reyes Macanas, Respiratory Care
Douglas MacKenzie, Electrical Technology and Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Michael P. MacPherson, Technical Studies
Jared J. Maertens, Clinical Laboratory Science
David Chase Maguire, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Troy P. Maiorca, Information Technology
Jonathan M. Maldonado, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Glenn Marasigan, Information Technology
John Thomas Martin, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Carlos J. Martinez Jara, Clinical Laboratory Science
Thomas Maxfield, Aviation Flight Technology
Roy W. W. McCullum, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
David Michael McFarland, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jeremy Wayne McKinney, Radiation Protection
Ali McNicol, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Robert B. Michalck, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Douglas Hunter Mielke, Energy Systems Technology
Christopher Clayton Miller, Technical Studies
Emery E. Mitchell, Medical Imaging
Marlon Monde, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Justin Dean Mount, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Justin Samuel Mozny, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jose Luis Naranjo Jr., Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Barbara Florence Nassimbwa, Clinical Laboratory Science
Dominick J. Nasuto II, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology and Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jaxon Nelson, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Scott Newville, Aviation Flight Technology
Whitney Marie Nielsen, Clinical Laboratory Science
Troy P. Maiorca, Information Technology
Mona Niu, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Jerzy Hugues Nyansi, Biomedical Electronics
Joshua Seth Nudelman, Health Services Technology
Paul Dapo Odekunle, Electrical Technology
Chinedu A. Okafor, Information Technology
Matthew Omalza, Air Traffic Control
Charles E. Onyejiaka, Technical Studies
Brandon Scott Ortiz, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Trever Otto, Aviation Flight Technology
Thomas Gregory Palmer, Biomedical Electronics
Christine Pascua, Health Services Technology
Archana Patel, Health Services Technology
Christopher Ryan Payne, Technical Studies
Patrick Penney, Electrical Technology
Jarrett Michael Perez, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Joshua Allen Perkins, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Christian H. Peterson, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Isaac Phillips, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Vernon A. Phillips, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Orion William-Kerlin Pobursky, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Aaron Louis Poplin, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Cory R. Postl, Technical Studies
Robert B. Pryor, Information Technology
Jimmy Patrick Quella, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Julio Ramirez, Electrical Technology
Brett Randell, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Cory Stephen Rasmussen, Biomedical Electronics
Rahul Raychaudhuri, Clinical Laboratory Science
Jared Michael Reaves, Technical Studies
Marrell Keith Reeves, Clinical Laboratory Science
Roy J. Reinbolt, Information Technology
Marc N. Reinecker, Information Technology
Kellie T. Rice, Clinical Laboratory Science
Heather Leigh Rios, Health Services Technology
Brandy M. Ritch, Clinical Laboratory Science
Evan M. Ritchey, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Erick Villorante Rodriguez, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Brent K. Russell, Technical Studies
Richard Louis Ryan, Biomedical Electronics
Michael Salac, Clinical Laboratory Science
Matthew Sanchez, Electrical Technology
Seth Sanders, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
John B. Schandel, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Joshua Michael Schoppert, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jonathan Charles Schuck, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
William H. Schuck, Radiation Protection
Tyler James Scott, Technical Studies
Pedro A. Serrano, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Andrew Severt, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Averell Seyler, Radiation Protection
Laurel Jean Sharisky, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Casey Sheriff, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Russell Sherwood, Aviation Flight Technology
Andrew Showalter, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Bonny Simi, Aviation Flight Technology
Lara Alohlani Simmons, Medical Imaging
Yulus S. Siouw, Clinical Laboratory Science
Jacob Sisk, Technical Studies
Shaun Lee Sloan, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Derrick Small, Technical Studies
Christina L. Smith, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
James Eugene Snider Jr., Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Jacob Stephens, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Kurt Stevenson, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Albert C. Stewart IV, Electronics Engineering Technology
Dustin D. Stone, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Hereld Anson Stuart, Radiation Protection/Health Physics
Charles Dean Stutzman, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Jason Swinson, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Daniel Szutenbach, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jesse D. Tebbetts, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology
Eysias Kassahun Tessema, Technical Studies
Brandon James Thaller, Information Technology
Jacob T. Thompson, Electronics Engineering Technology
Joshua Eugene Thompson, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Joshua Todd, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Andie V. Tran, Respiratory Care
Vu Tran, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Melissa Black Tremblay, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Alexandra B. Trent, Health Services Technology
David Tu, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Aleaha L. Tucker, Biomedical Electronics
Ronald Paul Urso, Aviation Flight Technology
John Francis Valentine, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Joshua L. Varnes, Technical Studies
Svitlana Ved Major, Construction
Robert Scott Velat, Technical Studies
Thomas Walden, Information Technology *
Joseph W. Walker, Biomedical Electronics *
Matthew D. Walling, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Sean Michael Warner, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Jesse B. Wayer, Health Services Technology
Edward M. Webb Jr., Technical Studies
Gregory E. Weed, Aviation Flight Technology ●
Gary A. Wellington, Electronic Systems Engineering Technology ●
Eric Leland Wells, Aviation Flight Technology ●
Starlin White, Biomedical Electronics
Joseph Anthony Whyte, Medical Imaging ● ●
Andrew Wickenheisser, Technical Studies

Associate in Applied Science

Nile K. Abdulmalik, Military Technology Leadership
Herman T. Ada, Applied Electronic Studies
Aidan Patrick Ahern, Applied Electronic Studies
Christopher R. Allen, Mechanics and Maintenance
Latchmi Armogum, Polysomnography
Owen K. Aronhalt, Applied Electronic Studies
Felix Arriaga Jr., Multidisciplinary Technology
Kristopher Ayala-Moore, Aviation Support
Gerardo Bahena, Applied Health Studies
James Perry Bailey, Aviation Support
Zachary Dylan Barnd, Applied Electronic Studies
Michael Trent Bay, Applied Electronic Studies
Harold Allen Beard III, Aviation Support
Mandy J. Black, Applied Electronic Studies
Brandon Kenneth Bledsoe, Applied Electronic Studies
Kevin John Boily, Mechanics and Maintenance
Jeremiah Bollig, Mechanics and Maintenance
Vance Edward Braziel Jr., Applied Computer Studies
Kirk M. Brown, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Anthony Bryant, Respiratory Care
Nicholas Michael Cabansag, Applied Electronic Studies
Lagarrian Quandale Caldwell, Military Technology Leadership
Sabrina J. Camp, Applied Health Studies
Jonathan L. Carlson, Applied Electronic Studies
Kimberly Hortiguella Carver, Military Technology Leadership
Afip Castillo, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Bernard Gallardo Castillo, Applied Health Studies
Eric Justin Castro, Applied Electronic Studies
Austin W. Chipman, Mechanics and Maintenance
Stephen Chopek IV, Aviation Support
Jason Daniel Clark, Aviation Support
Gary Lee Clemens Jr., Applied Health Studies

Bachelor of Science in Applied Science and Technology, continued

James Francis Wilkes, Electrical Technology
Brittany M. Williamson, Health Services Technology
Kelly Leonard Wimberly Jr., Health Services Technology
Dietrick Jerrod Wortham, Electrical Technology
Sarah E. Yang, Medical Imaging
Edward J. Yorgey, Air Traffic Control
Christopher Randall Young, Nuclear Energy Engineering Technology
Jonathan R. Zambrano, Technical Studies
Gustavo Andrei Zamora, Nuclear Medicine Technology
Ashley E. Zaruba, Clinical Laboratory Science
Steven E. Zaruba, Clinical Laboratory Science
Yanitza Del Carmen Zuniga, Technical Studies

Ricky Lee Clifton, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Trisha A. Conner, Applied Health Studies
Shawn H. Coward, Applied Computer Studies
Matthew R. Crandall, Military Technology Leadership
Ellison Datkowitz, Applied Computer Studies
Vincent DeAngelo Jr., Multidisciplinary Technology
Barry L. DeVita Jr., Construction/Facility Support
Stuart A. Diarte, Military Technology Leadership
Scott Dobos, Environmental, Safety and Security Technologies
Richard James Doherty, Applied Electronic Studies
Matthew Joseph Aaron Dorsey, Applied Electronic Studies
Robert A. Dupont, Applied Electronic Studies
Taylor K. Dutschmann, Applied Health Studies
Erin E. Dycus, Applied Health Studies
Jerry Engelmann, Applied Electronic Studies
Kenneth P. Epling, Applied Health Studies
James Edward Evans III, Applied Electronic Studies
Shawn E. Everly, Applied Electronic Studies
Alan Lee Ewing, Applied Electronic Studies
Christopher John Farrier, Applied Computer Studies
Joseph Fields, Applied Electronic Studies
Andrew T. Florio Sr., Applied Electronic Studies
Keba Elisha Florio, Applied Electronic Studies
Matthew Gaitan, Applied Electronic Studies
John Frank Gambino, Multidisciplinary Technology
Alejandro Garcia Jr., Applied Electronic Studies
Andiria Marie Gerovac, Applied Health Studies
Dennis D. Goins, Applied Computer Studies
Skyler John Goldsby, Applied Electronic Studies
Johnny Gonzales, Applied Health Studies
Joseph Gossard, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Frank David Graham III, Applied Electronic Studies
Andrew Lawrence Graver, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Amy L. Green, Applied Health Studies
Joseph William Green, Applied Electronic Studies
Jonathan Aaron Grondin, Applied Electronic Studies
Joshua S. Grosswiler, Applied Electronic Studies
Nestor Daniel Gutierrez, Environmental, Safety and Security Technologies
Aaron Lee Hanlon, Applied Electronic Studies
Christine M. Hansen, Applied Electronic Studies
Michael J. Harper, Military Technology Leadership
James Harrell, Applied Electronic Studies
Ross M. Hart, Applied Computer Studies
Eduardo Irigoyen, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Christopher L. Jacobs, Applied Electronic Studies
Joshua M. Jawad, Applied Electronic Studies
Kyle Kenneth Jensen, Applied Health Studies
Eric S. Johnson, Applied Electronic Studies
Gina M. Johnson, Applied Electronic Studies
James D. Johnson, Polysomnography
Marcus James Johnson, Mechanics and Maintenance
Robert Samuel Johnson, Mechanics and Maintenance
Stephanie Michelle Johnson, Military Technology Leadership
Amanda Jones, Administrative Studies
Tony C. Jones Jr., Administrative Studies
Tae Hyun Kang, Applied Health Studies
Jonathan Kincaid, Aviation Support
Robert James Kirkland, Applied Electronic Studies
Branden A. Kleiser, Applied Electronic Studies
Joshua B. Klovstad, Applied Computer Studies
Wayne R. Knight, Applied Electronic Studies
Cody Koch, Military Technology Leadership
Gonkarnue Z. Koyan, Applied Health Studies
Molly L. Leahy, Applied Electronic Studies
Fong Lee, Mechanics and Maintenance
Eric J. Lehman, Military Technology Leadership
Jason James Leindecker, Aviation Support
Timothy Linnert, Applied Electronic Studies
Dakota James Lowery, Applied Electronic Studies
Eugene Norman Mack, Applied Electronic Studies
Devon J. Magee, Applied Electronic Studies
Greg Alex Maier, Military Technology Leadership
Michael P. Martin, Military Technology Leadership
Minnie Tiffany Martinez, Applied Electronic Studies
Julianna Mayberry, Administrative Studies
Roy W. W. McCullum, Mechanics and Maintenance
Ian S. McManus, Applied Electronic Studies
Aaron Miller, Applied Electronic Studies
Gordon Lee Murray, Applied Computer Studies
Jose Luis Naranjo Jr., Military Technology Leadership
Tien P. Nguyen, Applied Health Studies
Da'Markus Noil, Applied Health Studies
Alexander U. Ofoma, Applied Health Studies
Courtney A. Opdenaker, Polysomnography
Matthew Martin Ordille, Military Technology Leadership
Joselito Junior Ortiz, Applied Electronic Studies
Christopher J. Oxenham, Applied Electronic Studies
Amanda Rhea Parkhurst, Multidisciplinary Technology
Dylan Kyle Parkhurst, Multidisciplinary Technology
Joseph Parsons, Mechanics and Maintenance
Christine Pascua, Applied Health Studies
Steven Warren Payne, Aviation Support and Military Technology Leadership
Alan Robert Phillips, Applied Health Studies
Joseph M. Pinto II, Environmental, Safety and Security Technologies
David D. Porter, Military Technology Leadership
Sergey Primak, Applied Electronic Studies
Mark Quitiquit, Military Technology Leadership
Robert Keet Raley, Aviation Support
Matthew Reid, Mechanics and Maintenance
Stephen Reynolds, Applied Electronic Studies
Dairious L. Robinson, Military Technology Leadership
Michael Roi Rogers, Mechanics and Maintenance
Alfonso Romerocastaneda, Respiratory Care
Doneka Nashae Royster-Blum, Environmental, Safety and Security Technologies
Jesse Sabol, Applied Electronic Studies
Melissa C. Sanchez, Polysomnography
Tyrieka Sanders, Applied Health Studies
David A. Santana, Military Technology Leadership
Logan William Sarenana, Military Technology Leadership
Matthew J. Scott, Applied Electronic Studies
Jeffrey Michael Shaffer, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Elliot Yoshi Shirato, Applied Computer Studies
Shafer A. Sickels, Administrative Studies
Richard Edwardsooner Sims, Military Technology Leadership
Christopher Dewayne Smith, Applied Health Studies
Richard Craig Smith, Mechanics and Maintenance
Brianna V. Spaulding, Applied Computer Studies
Jerrod Spears, Military Technology Leadership
Daniel St Louis, Applied Health Studies
Derek J. Stanway, Military Technology Leadership
Fredrick A. Steinmiller, Mechanics and Maintenance
Randy Dennis Stubbs, Applied Electronic Studies
Tracy Deron Sutton, Military Technology Leadership
Rebekah Ann Sweet, Mechanics and Maintenance
Jesse D. Tebbetts, Applied Electronic Studies
Doneka Nashae Royster-Blum, Environmental, Safety and Security Technologies
Jesse Sabol, Applied Electronic Studies
Melissa C. Sanchez, Polysomnography
Tyrieka Sanders, Applied Health Studies
David A. Santana, Military Technology Leadership
Logan William Sarenana, Military Technology Leadership
Matthew J. Scott, Applied Electronic Studies
Jeffrey Michael Shaffer, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Elliot Yoshi Shirato, Applied Computer Studies
Shafer A. Sickels, Administrative Studies
Richard Edwardsooner Sims, Military Technology Leadership
Christopher Dewayne Smith, Applied Health Studies
Richard Craig Smith, Mechanics and Maintenance
Brianna V. Spaulding, Applied Computer Studies
Jerrod Spears, Military Technology Leadership
Daniel St Louis, Applied Health Studies
Derek J. Stanway, Military Technology Leadership
Fredrick A. Steinmiller, Mechanics and Maintenance
Randy Dennis Stubbs, Applied Electronic Studies
Tracy Deron Sutton, Military Technology Leadership
Rebekah Ann Sweet, Mechanics and Maintenance
Jesse D. Tebbetts, Applied Electronic Studies
Ronald Tobin, Electrical/Mechanical Systems and Maintenance
Marlene Therese Tolliver, Applied Electronic Studies
Timothy Tolliver, Mechanics and Maintenance
Jessica Rose Uribe, Multidisciplinary Technology
James Wylie Walker, Applied Electronic Studies
Kyle Wardlow, Applied Health Studies
Devan E. Watson, Military Technology Leadership
Associate in Science

Dennis Berube, Electronics Engineering Technology
Hunter Bilbeisi, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Joseph J. Crabtree, Electronics Engineering Technology
Ryan S. Emmons, Computer and Information Technology
Gene Phillip Magnano, Electrical Technology
Randolph Parker III, Electronics Engineering Technology
Jason B. Pitts, Electronics Engineering Technology

Corey Darnell Rodgers, Nuclear Engineering Technology
James E. Rogerson, Electronics Engineering Technology
Corey Darnell Rodgers, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Alexander Charles Taylor, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Davis Garrison Webb, Nuclear Engineering Technology

Associate in Science in Applied Science and Technology

Mario Travers Adams, Medical Imaging
William Blake Damron, Computer and Information Technology
John N. Feldman, Electronics Engineering Technology
Robert Paul Goulet Jr., Electronics Engineering Technology
Justin C. Izett, Aviation Maintenance Technology
Justin Daniel Johnson, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Jeremiah E. Jones, Computer and Information Technology
Daniel Harly Kadwell, Electronics Engineering Technology
Gregory Allen Keller, Electrical Technology
Ryan S. Lehman, Medical Imaging
Charles Andrew Lowe, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Nicole Rene’ Lynch, Nuclear Engineering Technology
Glenn Marasigan, Biomedical Electronics
Craig Anthony Meszaros, Radiation Protection
Stacy L. Montoya, Biomedical Electronics

Don Phillip Morrison, Electrical Technology
Dominick J. Nasuto II, Electronics Engineering Technology
Maureen Bituh Ndoh, Computer and Information Technology
Al SE Woong Park, Electronics Engineering Technology
Steven R. Pritchett, Electronics Engineering Technology
Rafeal Tomas Ramirez, Biomedical Electronics
Carlos D. Rocha, Biomedical Electronics
Akash Sagar, Computer and Information Technology
Daniel Scott, Electronics Engineering Technology
Katherine Shinski, Electrical Technology
Lara Alohlani Simmons, Medical Imaging
Brett N. Teuber, Electronics Engineering Technology
Alexander R. Vita, Electronics Engineering Technology
Paul Russell Weller, Biomedical Electronics
Kellie L. Williams, Biomedical Electronics

Associate of Science

Rimsha Ahmad, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Florentino P. Apostadero, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Alexis D. Corralizza, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Deanna M. Garofalo, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Brandi L. Heasty, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Rebekah Kirsch, Occupational Therapy Assistant

Elizabeth A. Meell, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Carolyn Suzanne Merkt, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Valerie A. Mount, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Kelleylisa A. Rawlins, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Alexandra Marie Ross, Occupational Therapy Assistant
Master of Arts in Educational Leadership

Carey Albanese, Building Leadership
Caryn Anderson, School Business Administration
Regina Arnold, Building Leadership
Michele Bernhard, Building Leadership
Jennifer Blevins, Building Leadership
Amy Michelle Coppinger, Building Leadership
Thomas Anthony Dean, Building Leadership
Makema Teshea Douglas, Building Leadership
Susan Ekimoglou, Building Leadership
Joseph S. Giambrì Jr., School Business Administration

Lauren Lillian Gonzalez, Building Leadership
Char-Len Gorski, Building Leadership
Michelle Green, Building Leadership
Barbara C. Leyva, Building Leadership
Leydis Leyva, Building Leadership
Jason T. Lippart, Building Leadership
Jessica Long, Building Leadership
Lauren Manners, School Business Administration
Lynn Naughton, Building Leadership
Lori Scibilia, Building Leadership

Master of Arts in Educational Technology and Online Learning

Lindsey M. Brost, Educational Technology and Online Learning
Kristie E. Lange, Educational Technology and Online Learning
John E. Mackay Sr., Educational Technology and Online Learning
Timothy Magnus, Educational Technology and Online Learning
Kevin J. Meehan, Educational Technology and Online Learning

Michele Karolina Pasela-Grimley, Educational Technology and Online Learning
Denise Ragard, Educational Technology and Online Learning
Mark W. Schrobback, Educational Technology and Online Learning
Merridith Marie VanHoorn, Educational Technology and Online Learning

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies

Dennia M. Rentzis, Liberal Studies
Joseph Schreck Jr., Professional Communications
Jesse L. Seymour, Industrial-Organizational Psychology
Nakia C. Shepperson, Geropsychology

Lakhwinderpal Singh, Online Learning and Teaching
Sonya Ruby Ward, Industrial-Organizational Psychology
Sadiqa S. West, Liberal Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Muhammed Ibrahim Abdullah, Arabic
Steve Abegunde, Liberal Studies
Katherine Abel, Liberal Studies
Nawid S. Abraham, Liberal Studies
Chana Raizel Abramowitz, Liberal Studies
Chester Lee Adams III, Communications
Robert Aguilar, Liberal Studies
Zachary A. Ahmed, Sociology
Lance Aksamit, International Studies
Feras Alamad, International Studies

Melodie Alexander, Psychology
Paula F. Alexeev, Criminal Justice
Witson Alexis, Liberal Studies
Adelaide C. Alfieri, Liberal Studies
Paschal Kyle Alford, Mathematics
Rayshon D. Allen, Psychology
Julia Allison, Liberal Studies
Daniel David Alvarez, Communications
Nagima Alymkulova, Liberal Studies
Valecia Ambrose, Communications
Bachelor of Arts, continued

Shaqirah U. Amica, Sociology
Elvis Thomas Anderson III, Communications
George Anderson, Liberal Studies
Kevin Anderson, Liberal Studies
Miki Anderson, Liberal Studies
Robert Anderson, Communications
Paulina Andrade, Liberal Studies
Akiva Angel, Psychology
Amy L. Angelo, English ✱
Tylor P. Anthony, Psychology
Heidi I. Arbuckle, English
Geoffrey E. Archer, English ✱
Thomas Nicholas Armenti, Criminal Justice
Bradley M. Arms, Liberal Studies
Keith Francis Ashley, Criminal Justice ✱
Emily M. Aslam, Liberal Studies
Karl A. Bailey, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Cameron Leann Baird, English
Andrew Russell Baker, Liberal Studies ✱
Krishnaraj Balasubramanian, Liberal Studies
Gavriel Balsam, Liberal Studies
Johnathan Barbett, Liberal Studies
Daniel T. Barcelona, Psychology ✱
Victoria Marlen Barnett, Liberal Studies
Christina Marie Barry, History ✱
Cassandra A. Barthuly, English
Caitlin Bartram, English
Christian Bartulovich, Criminal Justice
James William Basciano, English
Myron Bateman, Liberal Studies
Stacey A. Bates, International Studies ✱
Rebecca Baumrind, Psychology ✱
Yang Zhou Bautista, Criminal Justice
Ramadan M. Bayyan Jr., Psychology
Chad Bean, Computer Science
Sarah Elizabeth Bean, Psychology
Alexander T. Beers, Mathematics
Carl E. Bell Jr., Mathematics
Kara Lynne Belliveau, Liberal Studies
David Berg, Liberal Studies ✱
Jay Arnold Berg, Liberal Studies
Robert Owen Berkstresser Jr., Computer Science ✱
Tziporah Biegeleisen, Liberal Studies
Theresa Binet, Liberal Studies
Gregory Boley, Liberal Studies
Shawn Bonones, Mathematics
Gabriel Boorse, Computer Science ✱
Carlos Manuel Borrico, Foreign Language
Andrew Aaron Borsos, Environmental Studies
Gina Patrice Bossard, Liberal Studies
Jacob N. Botosan, Computer Science ✱
Kyle Bowes, Communications
Christina Bell Bowman, English
Vielka M. Bowman, Liberal Studies
Michael J. Boyd, Liberal Studies

Paul J. Boyko Jr., Computer Science
Bryan A. Boyle, Liberal Studies
Alyssa Brantley, Mathematics
Jase Brennen, Liberal Studies
Andrew James Bright, Liberal Studies
Ernest A. Brinson, Communications
Trisha V. Brockoff, Mathematics
Ahuva Brown, Computer Science
Samuel Robert Brulford, Computer Science ✱
Luke J. Bruhns, Computer Science
Douglas Brunson, Computer Science
Logan Brunmyer, Liberal Studies
Jonathan Alexander Bryant, Computer Science
Anisha Buckredan, Liberal Studies ✱
Robert E. Budavich Jr., Liberal Studies
Jeremy W. Bunkley, Communications
David Joseph Burchi, Liberal Studies
Joshua Stephen Burdett, Mathematics ✱
Tabatha Burks, Liberal Studies
Norman Gilbert Burnosky Jr., Criminal Justice
Amanda Elizabeth Burns, Criminal Justice
Sharon Marie Burrell, Liberal Studies ✱
Logan James Burris, Liberal Studies ✱
Felicia Nicole Burroughs, Liberal Studies
Fabiha Busra, Mathematics
Kajsa D. Butler, Social Sciences ✱
Cora A. Byrd, Liberal Studies
Geminnes Cadiiz, Liberal Studies
Patricia Cahill, Liberal Studies
Tyler Cahill, Learner-Designed Area of Study
Cally Leigh Caillouet, Psychology
Renee Calkins, Liberal Studies
Michael Hernandez Camarse, Liberal Studies ✱
Andrew Patrick Camp, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Melvin Candelario Cora, Liberal Studies
Cody F. Canning, Liberal Studies
Adrian Canty, Sociology
Shari Vera Card, Liberal Studies
Alejandro Cardona, Mathematics
Samyra O. Carter, Liberal Studies
Robert V. Carucci, Liberal Studies
Keith M. Cassant, Criminal Justice ✱
Debra Cassidy, Psychology
Sara Cecura-Dukic, Liberal Studies
Hye Young Chang, Psychology
Onyou Chang, Liberal Studies
Shannon Jeanette Chatman, International Studies
Sandeep Chiplonkar, Liberal Studies
Diane E. Churchill, Psychology ✱
Rochel Ciment, Liberal Studies
Kristin Clark, Liberal Studies
Larissa Clennon, Biology
Matthew E. Coad, Music
Chan S. Coffey, Liberal Studies
Kortnie Nicole Coffey, English
Ezra Cohen-Saban, Liberal Studies
Cynthia Lenore Coleman, English
Karen J. Collazo, Criminal Justice
Ernest Collier IV, Communications
Marie P. Collins, Social Sciences
Amie Comber, Communications
Patrick S. Compton, Communications
Christopher Evan Connors, Criminal Justice
Donavan W. Cononje, Psychology
Shawn L. Cooper, Religion
Denise B. Corcoran, Psychology
Mary Beth Cordle, Liberal Studies
Todd Corona, Liberal Studies
Amanda M. Cortese, Social Sciences
William F. Corujo, Liberal Studies
Diane Cosgrove, Liberal Studies
Christina Lynda Costa, Mathematics
Constance Cothill, Computer Science
Savannah M. Cotton, English
Phillip Cowen, Communications
Ashley Suzanne Craig, Psychology
Rachael Craig, Music
Michael J. Creef, Computer Science
Sharon Elizabeth Croft-Carrow, Liberal Studies
Emma Y. Cromwell, Liberal Studies
Scott Cromwell, Liberal Studies
Jason Crossnoe, Liberal Studies
Michael Evan Curtain, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Virginia L. Cutler, Liberal Studies
Sean Cuvanov, Computer Science
Edward F. Dabal, Psychology
Andrea Sue Dalinger, History
Ryan Dallman, Psychology
Raquel C. Dantzler, Liberal Studies
Catharine Davenport, Liberal Studies
Terry (Teresa) Davila, History
Jonathan C. Davis, Liberal Studies
Latoya Dawson, Liberal Studies
Meghin L. Deakins, English
Joseph B. Denning, History
Joan Denson, Liberal Studies
Patrick T. Detwiler, Liberal Studies
Juliana Dominique Diaz, Liberal Studies
Raquel Digati, Communications
Christopher DiGregorio, Communications
Kissta M. DiGregorio, Communications
Michel DiNapoli, Mathematics
Rachael Dingman, English
Denise E. DiPiazza, Psychology
Jonathan Robert DiQuattro, Computer Science
Tiago Do Nascimento, Computer Science
Charles Edward Dobbs, Computer Science
John Domenic, Computer Science
Ryan Miles Dorsey, Liberal Studies
Dean Doscher, Liberal Studies
Heidi Ann Dougherty, Psychology
Kimberly Marie Doxbeck, Communications
Deborah L. Drummond, Liberal Studies
Enriquette Duran, Liberal Studies
Samuel Eaddy, Psychology
Jeffrey Stephen Ebert, Psychology
Andrew Michael Eberwine, Criminal Justice
Alexander Joseph Edwards, Sociology
Gary Michael Edwards Jr., Liberal Studies
Benjamin R. Ehns, English
Isaac Eichenstein, Liberal Studies
Regina Eid, Social Sciences
Elizabeth M. Eitemiller, English
Sevgi Elagolzu-Mutuku, Art
Kaitlyn Eldridge, Liberal Studies
Michelle R. Ellwood Peoples, Criminal Justice and Psychology
Berenice Elizabeth Elm, Liberal Studies
Abdelkareem Y. ElShareif, Computer Science
Sarah Englebert, History
Derrick Bentley English Sr., Social Sciences
Stephanie W. Etter, Liberal Studies
Shauna Mellies Evans, Liberal Studies
Lina Everson, Communications
Samuel E. Falzarano, Liberal Studies
Casey S. Fanno, History
Robert John Feddeler Jr., Computer Science
Kaylyn Bailey Fehr, Liberal Studies
Roman Feldblum, Computer Science
Natasha Fernandez Genao, Liberal Studies
James F. Ferraro Jr., Social Sciences
Lori Lee Fessler, Social Sciences
Katie G. Fields, Psychology
Krista Filipponi, Communications
Joann Marie Finley, Liberal Studies
Cory D. Fischbeck, Computer Science
Amy N. Fishbaugh, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Erie M. Flanagan, Sociology
Jacob Paul Fletcher, International Studies
Caroline Floom, Computer Science
Batsheva B. Florans, Liberal Studies
Chaya Florans, Liberal Studies
Olivia Nicole Foltiny, Liberal Studies
Evan J. Font, English
Isaac N. Foreman, Criminal Justice
Amy L. Fortuna, Liberal Studies
Crystal Sophia Foster, Sociology
Jeffrey Lee Foster, History
Sean Frederick, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Rachel E. Freed, English
Antoinette J. Frost, Liberal Studies
Dina Furman, Liberal Studies
Kyle Gabriele, Mathematics
Matthew S. Gagle, History
Herrone Landez Galloway, Liberal Studies
Hector H. Galvan Sr., Computer Science
Natalie Louise Gandy, Computer Science
Damian Garcia Jr., Liberal Studies
Sara Vassallo Gardner, International Studies
Marie D. Garvin, Liberal Studies
Kerry A. Gassert, Liberal Studies
Zev Gassner, Liberal Studies
Tara Genova, Liberal Studies
John Joseph Gentry, Liberal Studies
Noel R. Gerig, Communications
Diana S. Ghimiray, Liberal Studies
Nicole Ann Giaconia, Liberal Studies
Molly Elizabeth Gibson, Liberal Studies
Maureen F. Gidney, Criminal Justice
Deepan Gill, International Studies
Kathleen Gillen, Liberal Studies
Marie Gilliam, Liberal Studies
Amy M. Gingerich, Liberal Studies
Sabina S. Glaspie, Political Science
Scott W. Gobee, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Aron Goldberger, Liberal Studies
Alissa K. Gomez, Music
Jessica Gonzalez, Psychology
Akiva Gornish, Liberal Studies
Mary Joyce Graham, Liberal Studies
Matthew D. Graham, Communications
Mordechai L. Graham, Liberal Studies
Savannah Grant, History
Sarah J. Greek Erdos, History
Jaron Jordan Green, Liberal Studies
Max Greenberg, Liberal Studies
Kendall David Gresham, Liberal Studies
Mark Michael Griff Sr., Biology
Sarah Kim Gross, Liberal Studies
Chaya Grunwald, Liberal Studies
Michael Gryp, Liberal Studies
Glenisha Gunning, Liberal Studies
Stefanie Marie Gustafson, Liberal Studies
Zivia Malka Gutmann, Liberal Studies
Marco Guzman Jr., Mathematics
Liesl Haacke, Liberal Studies
Kimberly A. Hackbarth, Communications
Kimberly Hagood, Communications
James C. Hall, Computer Science
Johnny Hall Jr., Social Sciences
Joseph Hall III, Liberal Studies
Taylor Q. Hall, Computer Science
Hannah Hamblett, Liberal Studies
Caileine Arianna Hamstra, Communications
Melissa Hansen, Liberal Studies
Jeffrey Ryan Hanson, Mathematics
Kimberleigh Marie Hare, Liberal Studies
Danelle S. Harper, Liberal Studies
Adrienne L. Harris, Liberal Studies
Denise M. Harris, Social Sciences
Bernita Doreen Harrod, Liberal Studies
Heather Harter, Liberal Studies
Jenny Lynne Hartman, Liberal Studies
Steven Haueter, Liberal Studies
Brandy Tennille Hayes, Liberal Studies
Brandon Richard Heffernan, Music
Emily Heinrich, Liberal Studies
Julie Helmreich, Liberal Studies
Sue Tanya Henry, Computer Science
Cody L. Henson, Liberal Studies
Van Alan Herd, Mathematics
Moises Herrera, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Katarina Marie Herring-Trott, History
Chaya Hershfeld, Liberal Studies
James D. Heskey, Liberal Studies
Abigail Ruth Hester, English
Lewis M. Hilburn, Communications
James Hill Jr., Criminal Justice
Mary J. Hines, Liberal Studies
Denise Marie Hobbensieken, Liberal Studies
Demetria Hodges-Deshield, Liberal Studies
Ezriel Meir Hoenig, Liberal Studies
Kristine Hoff, Communications
Bryan Allin Hohns, Liberal Studies
Dillon Holden, Computer Science
Gary Holman, Liberal Studies
Sarah Joy Hommes, Liberal Studies
Alexandra M. Houlihan, Humanities
Rebecca Lynn House, Communications
Corey Hovanec, Psychology
Natalie C. Huff, Sociology
Leisel C. Hufford, English
Joshua B. Hufsey, History
Pamela J. Hughes, Liberal Studies
Jennifer L. Hyslop, Communications
Nathan L. Ibero, Liberal Studies
Trojah Irby, Liberal Studies
Michelle Nicole Isdell, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Richard Lane Jackson Jr., Computer Science
Rachel Jacobovitz, Computer Science
Esther Jacobs, Liberal Studies
Meghan Jacobsen, Liberal Studies
Andre Fredricko James, Liberal Studies
Danielle Jameson, Liberal Studies
Marilyn Jarrett, English
Emmanuel Jean-Louis, Mathematics
Victoria R. Jeffs, Psychology
Jessica Clarise Jenifer, Communications
Michael G. Jenkins, Liberal Studies
Hollie Jensen, Liberal Studies
Michael R. Jimenez, Liberal Studies
Bethany Anne Johnson, Music
Earl Thomas Johnson Jr., Psychology
Lenora R. Johnson, English
Chante L. Jones, Liberal Studies
Christopher H. Jones, Computer Science
Harmony Anne Jones, Criminal Justice
Kenneth M. Jones Jr., Mathematics
Chaya Mushka Junik, Liberal Studies
Kara J. Jurich, Liberal Studies
Marynia Jurus, Liberal Studies
Quintin J. Kaapke, Liberal Studies
Chana Kahanov, Liberal Studies
Tricia V. Kaminski, Communications
Melissa J. Kane, Liberal Studies
Adam Karafi, Liberal Studies
Michael Kauftheil, Computer Science
David C. Kelly, Liberal Studies
Dawn Kelly, Psychology
Patricia Kelly, Social Sciences
Timothy Edward Kelly, Computer Science
Kevin Kenny, Criminal Justice
Robert M. Kerlin, Computer Science
Marianne Kiel, English
David R. Kienzl, Social Sciences
Nonhlanhla Kies, Mathematics
Rachel Elizabeth Kimsey, Liberal Studies
Mark Tower King, Computer Science
Bridgette Ann Marie Kinglock, Humanities
Paul C. Kinsella, Liberal Studies
Jacquelin Kinyon, Communications
Caeleb Leland Kirk, English
Heather L. Kizzire, Music
Frayda Klahr, Liberal Studies
Taylor Klaskin, Psychology
Joshua Koenigs, Liberal Studies
Hosanna Emily Konsavage, English
Jeffrey Robert Kozeck, Liberal Studies
Elka Krupka, Computer Science
Aydel Kuhrech, Liberal Studies
Jamara Kulla, History
Mukesh Jayantilal Kuvadia, Liberal Studies
Jeremiah R. La Plante, International Studies
Evan Miles Lacey, Computer Science
Thomas William Laird, Liberal Studies
Danielle L. Lamonica, Social Sciences
Heather J. LaMotta, Liberal Studies
Brandy Findley Lancaster, Criminal Justice
Adam Landes, Communications
Rachel N. Landesman, Computer Science
Daniel Paul Lanford Jr., History
Joshua S. Lanford, Communications
Rochelle Lapin, Computer Science
John Larson, Liberal Studies
Matthew C. Lavorerio, Political Science
Tessa Marie Lawrence, History and International Studies
Robert Brent Leaders, English
Sara Lefkowitz, Liberal Studies
Caleb Nathaniel LePore, Biology
Sarah Chana Lerner, Liberal Studies
Chana Riva Levine, Computer Science
Christopher F. Levine, Liberal Studies
Dahlia Lewi, Liberal Studies
Taneka Lewis, Psychology
Peter Li, Liberal Studies
Christian J. Linville, English
Edgar Liu, Communications
Erin Taylor LiVoti, Liberal Studies
Christopher Anthony Loliscio, Liberal Studies
Kristen H. Lomasson, Social Sciences
Michael David Long, Psychology
Deborah Lopez, Sociology
Brett Isaiah Lowell, Computer Science
Peace Lu, Communications
Brandon Eugene Luepkes, Liberal Studies
Gabrielle Lynn Luetge, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Cullen G. Lurlay, Computer Science
Samantha Lu Ann Lynch Johnson, Liberal Studies
Jonathan Lyons, Mathematics
Beth A. MacDonald, Anthropology
Anthony Macie, Liberal Studies
Cory Patrick MacMillan, Liberal Studies
Rachel Ann Malone, Liberal Studies
Emily Maniccia, Liberal Studies
Spencer Garrett Mann, Liberal Studies
Steven R. Mariani, Liberal Studies
Quinton L. Marks, Liberal Studies
Tracy A. Marks, Liberal Studies
Monique Denise Marra, Social Sciences
Amanda Marshall, Computer Science
Dana Marie Martin, Psychology
James William Martin, History
Arturo Martinez, Liberal Studies
Sonja M. Martinez, Anthropology
Tatiana Martinez, Criminal Justice
Miguel A. Maruri, Computer Science
Liane M. Matti, Liberal Studies
Joel Djeumo Mbeumo, Liberal Studies
Meghan R. McCabe, Communications
Karen C. McCaul-Jervis, Psychology
Katie Marie McClendon, Liberal Studies
Donald F. McDermott, Liberal Studies
Shirley Ann McFadden, Psychology
Christianna Lynne McFarland, Communications
Kianna M. McFayden, Criminal Justice
Tammy M. McGee, Sociology
John Glenn McGinnis Jr., Criminal Justice
Ashley S. McKalvia-Dieter, Psychology
Danielle M. McKean, Liberal Studies
Kyle Michael McLaughlin, Liberal Studies
Paul McQuaid, Liberal Studies
Sharon F. McWatt-Johnson, Liberal Studies
Lissette Medina, Liberal Studies
Reydira Medina, Liberal Studies
Jennifer S. Meehan, Communications
Rahul Mehra, Mathematics
Joanna E. Mellor, Communications
Betzaida Mendez, Liberal Studies
Luis Merida, Liberal Studies
Emily Michaels, Liberal Studies
Christopher Miller, Liberal Studies
Ryan Michael Miller, Liberal Studies
Kelli E. Milza, Social Sciences
Ciara G. Minchew, International Studies
Franklin Robert Minnie, Communications
Andrew Alan Mitchell, Religion
Courtney B. Moncrief, Music
Richard Philip Mondesir, Liberal Studies
Christopher Montefusco, Liberal Studies
Angelina L. Montello, Psychology
Frank Montenegro, Liberal Studies
Tyrone Moore, Liberal Studies
Kendra Lea Moots, Social Sciences
Joel S. Morgan, Liberal Studies
Iris Michelle Moscoso, Liberal Studies
Roshanda Mosley, Criminal Justice and Liberal Studies
Ashley Mouzzen, English
Davis Shaw Mueller, Liberal Studies
Jennifer Mulhearn, Communications
Melissa M. Mundhenk, Liberal Studies
Candice I. Mungra, Social Sciences
Rivka Munk, Liberal Studies
Thomas Joseph Munley III, Liberal Studies
Christopher J. Murarik, Liberal Studies
Steven Murphy, Liberal Studies
Bryant Patrick Murt, Liberal Studies
Joshua J. Muscella, Mathematics
Justin S. Naccarato, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Esther Nadoff, Liberal Studies
Cassandra Naletov, Liberal Studies
Michael J. Nathman, Liberal Studies
Brandon N. Navata, Political Science
Blake D. Ness, Computer Science
Adina Neuberger, Computer Science
Brian A. Newbold, Computer Science
Carolina Newman, Computer Science
Julia Nguyen, Liberal Studies
Quyen Thi Nguyen, Liberal Studies
Patrick K. Nicholas, Liberal Studies
Kyle N. Niemi, Communications
Josiah Nathaniel Noel, Computer Science
Travis Norman, Liberal Studies
Sadie L. Novak, Liberal Studies
Angela Kaye Novotny, Communications
Elvia Nunez, Psychology
Brendan O’Sullivan, Liberal Studies
Heather E. Ogden, Psychology
Andrea Elizabeth Ognissanti, Foreign Language
Todd Oifer, Liberal Studies
Hanna R. Orr, Liberal Studies
Richard Francis Orta Jr., Liberal Studies
Alexandra Panova, Liberal Studies
Scott Para, Criminal Justice
Trupti D. Parikh, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Kayla Jo Parlavecchio, Mathematics
Deborah Pascucci, Liberal Studies
Chana Paskesz, Liberal Studies
Rachel Pasternak, Liberal Studies
Jayne Thomas Pastoric, Photography
Joshua Richard Paszkiewicz, Liberal Studies
Erica Pate, Criminal Justice
Michele Patti, Sociology
Jennifer Marie Pearl, Computer Science
Lindsay Marie Pechanec, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Trevor Pegg, Liberal Studies
Lonnie A. Peltier, Liberal Studies
Christopher Glen Pennington, History
Cecilia Peralta, Liberal Studies
Sandi Perlman, Liberal Studies
Caleb G. Perron, History
Caitlin Perrone, English
Kenneth J. Perry, Mathematics
Darius D. Peterson, History
Makayla Petrof, English
Julia Nicole Phillips, International Studies
Maria Del Carmen Pineda, Liberal Studies
Jennyne M. Pinter, Liberal Studies
Timothy Robert Pizzella, Criminal Justice
Tiffany Deanne Poch, Liberal Studies
Ronise Polidor, Liberal Studies
Jeri Lynn Polo, Liberal Studies
Raysa Polo, Liberal Studies
Daniel Powel, History
Agonna Tasm Powell, Computer Science
Lawana L. Powell, Liberal Studies
Meredith Powell, Liberal Studies
Preston Jacob Powers, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Nicole Prais, Criminal Justice
Lindsey Prassas, Liberal Studies
Sholom L. Price, Liberal Studies
Tyler Purkey, Foreign Language
Cody Mark Quanbeck, English
Michael Quiello, Liberal Studies
Nicholas Dan Radkovich, Art
Mohammed Rafique, Computer Science
Sondra Lee Ramos, Liberal Studies
Isaac D. Rankin, Mathematics
Kirsten K. Reber, Liberal Studies
Patrick Edward Reece, Liberal Studies
Daniel Steven Rees, Liberal Studies
Nechama Reich, Liberal Studies
Venita Rene, Communications
Kayla Reynolds Norman, English and Liberal Studies
Mathew Tanner Richezza, Criminal Justice
James D. Richardson Jr., Social Sciences
Bachelor of Arts, continued

Lisandra Richardson, Communications ★
Sonny K. Richardson, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Tany Rios Castro, Liberal Studies
Savannah R. Rish, English ★
Cynthia Rivera-Martinez, Music
Michael Roberson, Sociology
Avrie L. Roberts, English
Ethan Robison, Liberal Studies
Hannah E. Rocke, Liberal Studies
Yosef Pinchas Rockove, Liberal Studies
Holly L. Rogers, Psychology ★ ●
Jose Francisco Romero, Liberal Studies
Liliana Roper, Liberal Studies
Alexander Rosario, Liberal Studies
Joseph Rosenberg, Liberal Studies
Tinika Ross, Psychology ★
Leah Roth, Liberal Studies
Matthew Roth, Liberal Studies
Alexia Jordan Roy, Psychology
John Ruggero, Liberal Studies
Jeremiah Joseph Ruppe, Liberal Studies
Roosevelt G. Rushton Jr., Liberal Studies
Nicholas Michael Sagal, Computer Science ★
Kelly Ann Sallie, Criminal Justice
Alexandra Ann Sandifer, Psychology
Michele Satchell, Liberal Studies
George Saunders, Criminal Justice †
Kathleen Ann Schambach, Communications
Nick J. Schmelz, Liberal Studies
Luke Schoettinger, Computer Science ★
Kelly A. Schostag, Liberal Studies
Shoshana Malka Schreiber, Liberal Studies
Jason S. Schriever, Criminal Justice
Suzanne B. Schumacher, Liberal Studies ★ ●
Jasmine Marion Schumacker, Liberal Studies
Devora Schuster, Liberal Studies
Tyler J. Scott, Liberal Studies
Michael James Seeley Jr., Computer Science ★ ●
Becky Selden-Kelly, Communications
Andi Semler, Liberal Studies ★
Andie Melissa Senkewicz, History
David Sepulveda, Communications
Cassandra Serafin, Liberal Studies
Brenda Shanley, Sociology ★
Swati Sharma, Computer Science
Daniel Steven Shatzkin, Liberal Studies
Amanda Renee’ Shelanskey, International Studies
Todd Shepherd, Liberal Studies
David W. Sheppard, Liberal Studies
Emily Sheridan, Communications
Christopher David Shilliday, Liberal Studies
William J. Shiple, Social Sciences
Silena Rose Shuta, Sociology ★ ●
Abdur R. Siddiqi, Liberal Studies
Paul Raymond Sieber Jr., Liberal Studies
Jorji Anna Siegmundt, Liberal Studies
Judith M. Sierra, Liberal Studies
Medina Y. Sierra, Psychology
Kaitlin Simi, Foreign Language
Mirabai Simon, Liberal Studies ★
Selena Singh, Liberal Studies
Mark David Skelton, Computer Science ★ ●
Erica M. Small, Liberal Studies
Sean Smallman, History
Amber Lauren Smith, Psychology
Jonathan Smith, Liberal Studies
Sandra Iveth Smith, Sociology
Sarah Elizabeth Smith, History
Zachary Paul Smith, Psychology
Kimberly Alexis Snyder, English
Olivia Rapoport Sodersjerna, Liberal Studies
Rachel D’Anna Sotomayor, Communications
Erik Joel Sotres, Liberal Studies
Ryan A. Spahr, Liberal Studies
Gina M. Sparacio, Psychology ★
Wendi I. Spence, Criminal Justice
Sarah J. Sperling, Liberal Studies
Grigoriy Spivak, Computer Science
Sony Srivastava, Liberal Studies
Hannah Rose Stam, Psychology ★
Andrew Charles Stargel, Communications
April Stearns, Liberal Studies
Malka Steinberg, Computer Science
Mark O. Steinhagen, Psychology ★
Athan J. Stephanos, Criminal Justice ★
Benjamin Stewart, Computer Science
Emily Raquel Stoey, Mathematics
Sarah Elizabeth Storer, Communications
Elisheva Strauss, Computer Science
Meira Strauss, Computer Science
Brad J. Strong, Natural Sciences/Mathematics
Alexandra R. Stueber, Psychology
Armstrong Subero, Computer Science and Liberal Studies
David Surrey, Liberal Studies
Joshua Swayze, History ★ ●
Brocha N. Swiatycki, Liberal Studies
Colyn S. Szumanski, Liberal Studies and Music
Chrisbell Taversas, Mathematics
Evelyn Tawil, Liberal Studies
Renee Tawil, Liberal Studies
Ronnie G. Taylor Jr., History
Nelson Tejada Jr., Liberal Studies
Omosola Clementina Teluwo, Sociology
Giti Tenenbaum, Liberal Studies
Ryan T. Terronez, Music
William J. Terry, Liberal Studies
Kimberly N. Thacker, History ★ ●
Anna J. Thomas, Liberal Studies
Benjamin D. Thomas, Computer Science
Brian Gregory Thomas, Liberal Studies
Bachelor of Arts, continued

Daniella Thomas, Liberal Studies
Jessica L. Thomas, History
Kelly Spell Thomas III, Computer Science and Mathematics
Adena S. Tkatch, Liberal Studies
Jeremiah Philip Tracy, History
Michael Elliot Travers, Liberal Studies
Bethany Travesi, Liberal Studies
Marilyn Trevino Gonzalez, Liberal Studies •
Daniel M. Turnbull, Liberal Studies •
Valerie Turnquist, Liberal Studies
Esther Ungar, Liberal Studies
Shawna Urban, Psychology
Michael D. Vandenberge, Liberal Studies
Stephen Daniel Varady, Criminal Justice
Ettore Varini, Liberal Studies
Ashley Vaughan, Music
Michael Patrick Vaughn, Liberal Studies
Judson Hamilton Veach, Political Science
Jordan S. Velez, Liberal Studies
Lynn E. Velluzzi, English ●
Kenneth Adrian Vick, Psychology
Laura Jean Victor, Liberal Studies
Anthony S. Vineberg, Music
Lindsey Voeller, Liberal Studies
Rivkah Vogel, Liberal Studies
Danielle H. Voit, Humanities ●
Laurie A. Vosburg, Communications
Julian Paul Wagle-Leal, Computer Science
Makenzie Elise Waites, Computer Science
Daniel Mathew Thuku Wakaba, Computer Science ●
Abby J. Waldorf, Music
Kyle Walker, Psychology ●
Rachel E. Wallace, Liberal Studies
Carolyn Wan, Liberal Studies
Yolanda M. Ward, Criminal Justice ●

John D. Warnke, Computer Science ●
Ashley Janelle Washington, Sociology
Kariema M. Washington, Liberal Studies
Grace Anne Watson, Communications
Jarrett Watson, Psychology ●
Patricia Nanee Weah, Sociology
Abigail G. Weaver, Liberal Studies
Noah J. Weaver, Liberal Studies
Samuel B. Weaver, Liberal Studies
Jonathan Weisbaum, Computer Science
Chedva Devora Weitz, Liberal Studies
Lauren Welch, Liberal Studies
Karen Lynn Western, Liberal Studies
Jeff White, Liberal Studies
Marques A. White, Sociology
Sarah Ann White, Communications
Benjamin Jacob Whiteley, Liberal Studies
Sydney J. Whyte, English ●
Malka Tziporah Widofsky, Liberal Studies
Grant Wiedmar, Mathematics
Kevin Wilhalme, Liberal Studies
Raneisha Monique Williams, Social Sciences
Damien James Wilson, Liberal Studies ●
Kelly Lynn Wilson, Liberal Studies
Craig J. Wittmann Jr., Liberal Studies
Donald Charles Wolfe, History
Michael V. Wolfe, Liberal Studies
Roy Lee Woods Jr., Communications ●
Gregg Robert Woodward, Psychology
Alyssa J. Worch, Liberal Studies
Katarina Cristeen Wornock, English
Ben W. Wright III, Liberal Studies
Glorianna Yee, Communications and English
Daniel M. Young, Communications
Pamela Zacher, Liberal Studies ●
Dana Zegarski, Psychology

Bachelor of Science

Carlos Eduardo Alves Assis, Data Science and Analytics
Jacob Levi Moore Duckett, Data Science and Analytics
David Fisher, Data Science and Analytics
Lara Marshall, Data Science and Analytics
Blair S. Mason, Data Science and Analytics
James Migliano, Data Science and Analytics
Eman Mohamed, Data Science and Analytics

Associate in Applied Science

Zachary A. Ahmed, Criminal Justice
Bryan A. Boyle, Criminal Justice
Capricia Nicole Bronson-Simmons, Criminal Justice
Casey Carson Criswell, Criminal Justice
Reginald Dill, Criminal Justice
Jorge Luis Echevarria, Criminal Justice
Isaac N. Foreman, Criminal Justice
Kyle S. Hannum, Criminal Justice
Thomas A. Harris, Criminal Justice
Jordan James Johnston, Criminal Justice
Associate in Applied Science, continued

Carmelo Jurado, Criminal Justice
Dale L. Lamb Jr., Criminal Justice
Andrew E. Mercado, Criminal Justice
Jennifer Nazzaro, Criminal Justice

Associate in Arts

Maria Adams, General
Feras Alamad, General
Muhammad M. Al-Shujairi, General
Paulina Andrade, General
Kecia Joy Baptist, General
Renee Calkins, General
Lavana Cephas, General
Patrick S. Compton, Liberal Arts/Communications
Denise B. Corcoran, General
Jason Crossnoe, General
Julie Dalton, General
Charles Dorn Sr., General
Gary Michael Edwards Jr., General
Andrew Elkins, General
Natasha Fernandez Genao, General
Kevin E. Farkin, General
Ezra Friedel, General
Warren Geller, General
Yomairis Annilette Gordon, General
Charles R. Grigley, General
Randy Hernandez, General
Tamara Faith Hernandez, General
Gary Holman, General
Jasmine Kiala Jackson, General
Christopher Randell Johns, General
Kurt A. Johnson, General
Joseph Labarbera, General
John Larson, General
Cory Patrick MacMillan, General
Matthew M. Maddox, General
Emily Maniccia, General
Misty McLendon, General
Andton J. McRae, Liberal Arts/Communications
Edwin Mendez, General
Jean-Fredrik Messihi, General
Christopher Miller, General

Markus Aaron Miller, General
Roshanda Mosley, General
Emily M. Nuñez, General
Katrina Leigh Palmer, General
Alexandra Panova, General
Torian Terrell Parker, General
Cadene Patterson, General
Glenn E. Pennington Jr., General
Raysa Polo, General
Meredyth Powell, General
Preston Jacob Powers, Liberal Arts/Meteorology
Lindsey Prassas, General
Abigail Ailene Prigge, General
Michael Quiello, General
Corey Darnell Rodgers, Liberal Arts/Music
Jose Francisco Romero, General
Alexander Rosario, General
Juliana A. Ruiz, General
Xaviar Sanders, General
Judith M. Sierra, General
Kaitlin Simi, General
Taylor Copes Sparks, General
Quinton W. Still, General
Kelsey N. Stonebraker, General
Megan M. Tilton, General
Leandro Toribio, General
Valerie Turnquist, General
Michael D. Vandenberge, Liberal Arts/Meteorology
Lia Jing Jing Vergin, General
Kirk Russell Waselewski, General
Jessica Weir, General
Jacob Winsor, General
Donald Charles Wolfe, General
Dietrick Jerrod Wortham, General
Arthur ZurSchmiede O’Culley, General

Associate in Science in Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Pavandeep Bal, Computer Science
Krishnaraj Balasubramanian, Mathematics
Kristine Barraco, Computer Science
Douglas Brunson, Mathematics
Tabatha Burks, Computer Science
Michael Cuppi, Computer Science

Sarah Malia Elisabeth Daguio, Mathematics
Ernesto H. DeLeon Jr., Computer Science
Stephen DeMaria, Computer Science
Reginald Dill, Computer Science
Dean Doscher, Computer Science
Margaret E. Gillespie, Mathematics
School of Business and Management

Master of Business Administration

Mitchell Deskin Adams, Data Analytics  
Christopher S. Amon, Finance  
Jeffrey Anderson, Healthcare Management  
Lambert Q. Andrus, Business Administration  
David Arizmendi, Finance  
Crystal Marie Bacon, Business Administration  
Valerie Bartlett, Business Administration  
Corey A. Block, Finance  
Matthew Kenneth Brown, Data Analytics  
Margaret M. Bundesen, Finance  
Nand Chakraverthy, Data Analytics  
Neeta Chakraverthy, Data Analytics  
Pharah D. Clermont, Data Analytics  
Michelle Cona-Diezol, Business Administration  
Vaughn Malcolm Copeland, Business Administration  
Mario DiNatale, Business Administration  
Matthew Jacob Drain, Business Administration  
Kerry Ann Gervasio, Business Administration  
Lisa Ann Hahn, Data Analytics  
Cheron J. Jackson, Marketing  
Jessica T. Johnson, Healthcare Management  
Amanda Krajunus, Business Administration  
John Michael Leone, Business Administration  
Brian Andrew Messer, Business Administration  
Dennis James Nettleton, Business Administration  
Shushma Patel, Healthcare Management  
Theresa A. Quinn, Human Resources Management  
Christopher L. Reynolds, Healthcare Management  
Apryl L. Roach, Business Administration  
Alexis Rodriguez, Business Administration  
Fazneefa Roopa, Business Administration  
Michelle L. Silvestri, Accounting  
Brandon Anthony Smith, Business Administration  
Deborah Leigh Visconti, Healthcare Management  
Hazen Yu, Healthcare Management  
Ying S. Yu, Data Analytics

Master of Science in Hospitality Management

Karen M. McClatchey, Hospitality Management

Master of Science in Human Resources Management

Beverly C. Bailey, Human Resources Management  
Stephen M. Brinkman, Human Resources Management  
LaTerra N. Howard, Human Resources Management  
Lauren M. Bugay, Human Resources Management  
Jennifer Rice, Human Resources Management  
Patrick John Carroll, Human Resources Management  
Christina Y. Santiago, Human Resources Management  
Andrea Renee DeVincin, Human Resources Management  
Pauly Soung, Human Resources Management  
Keith Denard Wiggins, Human Resources Management  
Katie Suzanne Dudley, Human Resources Management  
LaTerra N. Howard, Human Resources Management  
Gwendolyn Hargrave, Human Resources Management  
Keydotta J. Wright, Human Resources Management
Master of Science in Management

Neway D. Attafu, Management ▼
Dimitri E. Collins, Organizational Leadership
Christopher Devereaux, Management
Jarrett Lee Feldman, Organizational Leadership
Joshua Chandler Forrest, Project Management
Jeffrey Gallagher, Organizational Leadership
Joan Katherine Lillian Garner, Management
Wesley D. Huff, Organizational Leadership
Ann Lyon, Project Management ▼
Brian Christopher Marczak, Project Management
Timothy Riley McCartney, Project Management

MarrLa Merritt, Organizational Leadership
Rebecca Suzanne Olson, Project Management
Crawford Coleman Paulk, Project Management ▼
Donald W. Perrien Jr., Management ▼
Frank R. Peterson, Management
Christine Sondra Pirillo, Project Management
Roseann Michelle Reece, Project Management
Kevin Ryan, Management
Leslie N. Sherman, Organizational Leadership
Nicholaus L. Young, Management

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Javier Yaroslaw Acosta Jr., Finance
Youdline Adam, General Management
Robin Adkins, General Management
Ali Ahmed, Computer Information Systems
Michael L. Allen, Computer Information Systems
Daniel Alexander Alvarez, General Management
Joshua T. Anderson, General Management
Lambert Q. Andrus, Computer Information Systems and General Management
Elijah Hunt Antinoro, Human Resources/Organizational Management ▼▼
Jacquelyn D. Arena, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Oluoma M. Arodiogbu, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Nisha Arya, General Management
Hannah Marie Baker, Marketing ▼
Pavandeep Bal, Computer Information Systems and General Management
Brian Balaram, Accounting/CPA
Kristine Barraco, General Management
Stephen K. Bayconich, Accounting
Brent L. Beale, Accounting
Aubrey L. Becker, Marketing
Alyssa R. Bedford, General Management
Joshua David Bell, Entrepreneurship
Katherine L. Benadum, Operations Management
Sara Berger, Accounting
Yatanya Charisse Billings, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Keysha L. Booth, Accounting
Christina Bootsma, Accounting
Heather R. Bowling, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Lori Boyd, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Raymond Matthew Branch, General Management
Joseph M. Brignola, General Management ▼▼

Tonia Y. Brown, General Management ▼▼
Douglas Brunson, Finance
Rebecca Anne Bryant, General Management
Samantha Bunch, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Ronald Calderon, General Management
Andrew Joseph Carlin, Accounting
Michael Anthony Caroon, General Management ▼▼
Katherine Cerdeira, Finance
Gurmeet Singh Champi, Computer Information Systems
Cameron Ty Chardukian, Marketing
Sai Chikkala, Computer Information Systems
John Samuel Childers, General Management
Laura P. Chiocchi, General Management
JiYoung Choi, General Management
Ash Clarke, General Management
Adina Cohen, Accounting
Elisabeth Grace Cooper, General Management
Andrew Richard Corre, Finance
Hilda M. Correa-Maietta, General Management
George Paul Couvillon, Finance
Luke Crawford, General Management
Casey Carson Criswell, Operations Management
Keith Cucuzza, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Michael Cuppi, Computer Information Systems ▼▼
Bayla Cutler, Accounting
Patrick G. Day, Accounting
Francisco De La Torre, Operations Management
Jessica Defalco, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Zac Dettinger, Entrepreneurship
Christopher M. Deviny, General Management
Dannica R. Diaz, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Anna Dietz, General Management
Reginald Dill, Computer Information Systems and Operations Management
Nathan D. DiPietro, General Management
Derick Dixon, General Management
Timothy Doogah, General Management
Jason Paul Doty, General Management
Tara Michelle Drennen, Computer Information Systems
Faith Emily DuBow, Accounting
Paul Allen Dunahoo, General Management
Colten Dunham, General Management
Meleah Dunning, General Management
Brandon F. Edelschein, Marketing
Michael Edwards, Accounting
Matthew E. Enfield, Operations Management
Chava P. Engelsberg, Accounting
Brooke Elizabeth Evans, Finance
Mike Evans, Operations Management ▼
Clark K. Ewing, Marketing
Rina F. Farber, Accounting
Devorah Farkas, Accounting
Glen A. Feller, Computer Information Systems ★ ▼
Robert John Ferdarko Jr., Computer Information Systems
Jordan Flanagan, Entrepreneurship
Isaac Aaron Fleming, Computer Information Systems
Oscar Flores, General Management
Jessica Fradella, General Management
Robert F. Frey, Computer Information Systems
Nancy L. Fulton, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Anne M. Gallagher, Human Resources/Organizational Management ★ ▼
Fabrizio P. Galvez, Finance
Daihana Gamboa, Accounting
Caileigh Ganahl, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Casandra L. Garofalo, Marketing ★ ▼
Rebecca Marie Garrick, Accounting
Esther Gartenhaus, Accounting
Claude M. Gibbs, General Management
William E. Giraldi, General Management
Robert D. Goldstein, Marketing
Viola Regina Graham, General Management
Althea Green, General Management
Kirsten Greenzeig, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Bart Groosman, Finance ★ ▼
Kristen Gruver, General Management ▼
Cordero Guyton, General Management
Muhammad Umair Hafeez, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Bethany T. Hall, Accounting
Yuta Harada, Accounting
Erin Lara Heaney, Human Resources/Organizational Management
James E. Heidt, General Management
Richard W. Hendricks, Operations Management
Lacey M. Heppner, Accounting
Jennifer Herd, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Patricia A. Hersh, General Management
Matt Scott Hibbs, General Management
Gregory A. Hicinbothem, Computer Information Systems
Gabrielle Elizabeth Hill, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Kayla Hill, General Management
Keith J. Hoffman, Finance ★ ▼
Lyall Josef Hoffmire, General Management
Cory Holborn, Entrepreneurship
Tashwana Holloway, General Management
Robert Michael Houdershield, General Management
Michael Houser, Accounting/CPA
Andrew Rogers Howard, Finance
Kevin Arthur Humphries, General Management
Nadine Leah Hurd, General Management
Darrin A. Hyrup, Computer Information Systems
Lance Joseph Ignatowicz, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Denis Celmar Iroldi, General Management
Emily B. Jacobs, Accounting
Nicolette James, Finance
Cameron Jenkins, Computer Information Systems
Patrick Jensen, General Management
Kellie Jensen, Marketing
Paul M. Johnson, General Management
Amanda Jones, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Ingred Joseph, General Management
Sora Tzipora Kamenetsky, Accounting
Vrushi Kanakia, General Management
David R. Kaubin, General Management ★ ▼
Andrew Joseph Kerns, General Management
Penina Khoshbakhsh, Operations Management
Elaine Marie Kilijanski, General Management ▼
Nicholas Gladstone Komla-Aza, Computer Information Systems
Samuel Kordik, General Management ★ ▼
Thomas Koven, General Management
Travia Kramer, Accounting
Emily R. Krezek, Finance and Accounting
Joshua D. Krizek, Computer Information Systems
Timothy S. Kuehn, General Management
Gordon J. Lahti, Insurance
Long Thien Lai, General Management
Carlo John Lalomia, General Management ▼
Hannah L. Leary, Accounting
Eugene A. Lewis Sr., General Management
Monique Michelle Lewis, Operations Management and Computer Information Systems
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, continued

Tamalya Lewis, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Sherry A. Liggins, Computer Information Systems
Brandon Lingerfelt, General Management
Andrew T. Lohan, General Management
Uluakimata Lolohoa, General Management
Jillian Lookenott, General Management
Charles W. Lowe III, Marketing
Madison Rose Lundby, Accounting † ▼
James Paul Lynch, Computer Information Systems ▼ †
Mikayla Lyons, General Management
Sean Stephen Mahon, Operations Management
Andre D. Maldonado, General Management ▼
Matthew James Mallon, Finance ▼
Preston A. Marsh, General Management
Stephenie Elizabeth Marshall, Human Resources/Organizational Management ▼ ▼
Teresa Marshall Bradbury, General Management
Daria Leigh Marsh-Buck, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Kristin M. Mattingly, Marketing
Charles Augustus McIntosh IV, Operations Management
Remington J. McLeod, General Management
Nechama Mehler, Accounting
Felix Mekler, General Management
Jonathan Mellas, General Management
Nathanael Merrell, Accounting
Madeline M. Meylor, Marketing
Shannon M. Mills, Human Resources/Organizational Management ▼ ▼
Maria Elena Minadeo, Entrepreneurship
Derek Randall Molen, General Management
Sara Moller, Accounting
Oscar Morales, General Management
Aviva Morgenstern, General Management
Bjorn Danielsen Morton, Computer Information Systems ▼
Golda Moses, Accounting
Tawanna E. Mosley, General Management
Dana L. Mosloskie, General Management
Jacqueline Mullings, General Management
Ryan Patrick Mulvany, Computer Information Systems and General Management
Audrey L. Muse, Marketing
Bonnie Myers, General Management
Lydia T. Nchinda, Operations Management
Amy C. Neiman, Accounting
Ryan Nam Nguyen, Entrepreneurship
Connie Ann Nichols, Finance ▼ ▼
Caitlin Niman, General Management
David Nugent, General Management
Trovald Chu Hao Ong, Computer Information Systems
Zulaika Ortiz, Accounting and Computer Information Systems
Anthony Louis Osio, Computer Information Systems and General Management
Michael O’Sullivan, Operations Management ★ ▼
Monica Pacheco, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Eric Bryant Page, Operations Management ▼
Ryan Elizabeth Paris, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Lois L. Passalaqua, Marketing
Rashmi Kalpesh Patel, Accounting
Dawne Penner, General Management ★ ■ ▼
Joshua Todd Peters, Entrepreneurship
Mark M. Petersen, Computer Information Systems
James Peterson, Computer Information Systems
Matthew Cody Piccolo, Marketing and Operations Management ▼
Antonio Picone Jr., General Management
Natasha Dianna Pike, General Management
Sally Beth Pizzo, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Justin Rader, Computer Information Systems
Donna L. Ragland, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Luis Rancel, Accounting/CPA
Jose W. Regis, Computer Information Systems
Joshua Paul Renfro, Finance
David Chris Rethemeyer Jr., General Management
Cathlyn Canieso Retialo-Ross, General Management
Shakeia M. Reyes, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Marcus P. Reznowski, General Management
Lauren K. Richert, General Management
Kara L. Riegel, General Management
Anna Rifkin, Finance
Bramwell Rigby, General Management
Dennis R. Roach II, Computer Information Systems
Melisa Junie Robillard, General Management
Daniel Rodgers, General Management
Francisco Rodriguez, General Management
Jerry L. Rodriguez, General Management
Jessenia L. Rodriguez, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Gabriela Rottner, General Management
Tricia Marie Russomanno, General Management
Jeffrey Colin Ryan, General Management
Michael P. Ryan, General Management
Thomas Ryan III, General Management
German E. Sandoval Ovalle, General Management
Jack H. Sarles, General Management
Douglas Robert Sbarra, Operations Management
Samantha Scanish, Finance
Michael Anthony Scardaville, Accounting
Juliana H. Scheidhauer, Finance
Kerri Schlottman, Marketing
Joshua W. Simmons, Marketing
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, continued

Lorraine Vonzelle Simpson, General Management
Patrick Simpson, General Management
Vinita Singh, Computer Information Systems
Tracy Skelton, Computer Information Systems
Max J. Slavin, Finance
Charles Frederick Smales, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Chelsea Evelyn Smith, Marketing
Christopher E. Smith, Human Resources/Organizational Management
Samuel T. Solarek, Accounting/CPA
Eric Solberg, Entrepreneurship
Parker David Sorensen, Accounting/CPA
Roberto Manuel Soriano, General Management
Ayron Spells Jr., Operations Management
Chad Spitters, Computer Information Systems and General Management
Cory Alexis Stamatis, General Management
Jennifer Elizabeth Stine, General Management
Christopher Evan Stone, General Management
Stephanie Thomas, General Management
Jean Tortoriello, Accounting
Fernando Tovar, General Management
Chana Travitsky, Accounting
Timothy Tresch, General Management
Claribel Valdez, General Management
Adam G. VanderHeiden, Accounting
Dawn Marie VanZyl, General Management
Ronny Varghese, General Management
Timothy Vigil, General Management
Nicole C. Wade, Entrepreneurship
Stephen Walker, Accounting
William John Wallace, General Management
Justin A. Walsh, General Management
Kelly D. Watkins, Finance
Nanci Watkins, Accounting/CPA
Jarrett Watson, Finance
Edward Sam Watts, Accounting and Computer Information Systems
Preston Scott Watts, Computer Information Systems
Donny A. White, Computer Information Systems
Noah White, General Management
Josh Wigginton, Computer Information Systems
Brent Allen Williams, General Management
Christina Leigh Williams, Computer Information Systems
Shellon Williams, Computer Information Systems
Donald Gerald Wilson Jr., Operations Management
Elaine Marie Wilson-Spencer, General Management
Harold Winters, Computer Information Systems
Brielle N. Wisbeski, General Management
Jordan J. Wisser, Computer Information Systems
Aaron Wolf, Finance
Maxwell Jey Wolf, Computer Information Systems
Michael Wychozowycz, Accounting/CPA
Stephanie Allison Young, General Management
Orlando David Zapata, General Management
Matthew J. Zestermann, Operations Management
Alexander Zhechev, Computer Information Systems
Timothy Andrew Zornes, Accounting

Bachelor of Science in Organizational Leadership

Marie Barber, Organizational Leadership
Jacquelyn R. Cacace, Organizational Leadership
Catherine A. Carroll, Organizational Leadership
Alberto E. Garcia, Organizational Leadership
Francis D. Garcia, Organizational Leadership
Joshua M. Haney, Organizational Leadership
Jeffrey S. Hogan, Organizational Leadership
Joy Dailey King, Organizational Leadership
Ryan Michael Lee, Organizational Leadership
Elizabeth Leininger, Organizational Leadership
Anna Longbons, Organizational Leadership
John Albert Lubatti, Organizational Leadership
Alex K. Mitchell, Organizational Leadership
Sharon Alison Moore, Organizational Leadership
Glenn A. Prater, Organizational Leadership
Pamela Pritchard, Organizational Leadership
Carisa Rose, Organizational Leadership
Charles Daniel Rusch IV, Organizational Leadership
Sarah Elizabeth Shaw, Organizational Leadership
Michelle Swanson, Organizational Leadership
Candyce Valor, Organizational Leadership
Associate in Science in Business Administration

Daniel A. Amaral, Business Administration
Myranda Rae Arreola, Business Administration
Pavandeep Bal, Business Administration
Ashley Grace Ballinger, Business Administration
Emsley Augustus Baptiste, Business Administration
Joseph M. Belanger, Business Administration
Yatanya Charisse Billings, Business Administration
Alyssa Brantley, Business Administration
Darrell Brown, Business Administration
Timothy Alan Brown, Business Administration
Jose A. Cardona, Business Administration
Patrick G. Day, Business Administration
Rita Arlene Doyle, Business Administration
Marlyn M. Encarnacion, Business Administration
Lauren Farside, Business Administration
Tiffany T. Fidler, Business Administration
Michael Finan, Business Administration
William Joseph Floyd, Business Administration
Joseph A. Gates, Business Administration
Mark W. Hardman, Business Administration
Kristine Hoff, Business Administration
Letitia Jacob, Business Administration
Sandra Jansen, Business Administration
Ernie Enejo Kadiri, Business Administration
Brianna Kennemer, Business Administration
Andrew Joseph Kerns, Business Administration
Uluakimata Lolohea, Business Administration
Peace Lu, Business Administration
Ginger L. McCann, Business Administration
Di’Andrea Montague, Business Administration
Jada Morrison, Business Administration
Roshanda Mosley, Business Administration
Audrey L. Muse, Business Administration
Dolores Rivera Navarro, Business Administration
Christopher J. Oxenham, Business Administration
Calli Pittman, Business Administration
Vinita Singh, Business Administration
Jennifer J. Collins, Systems-Level Leadership
Ruth Ochoa, Systems-Level Leadership

W. Cary Edwards School of Nursing

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Jennifer J. Collins, Systems-Level Leadership
Ruth Ochoa, Systems-Level Leadership

Master of Science in Nursing

Regina V. Adams, Nursing Administration +
Yolande A. Aqui, Nurse Educator
Maria Zorina Benemerito, Nursing Informatics
Lisa Marie Calabrese, Nurse Educator
Jacquelyn Casaleggio, Nurse Educator
Jillian Maine Curnew, Nurse Educator
Amber Cutone, Nursing Administration
Gendzyl Dalton, Nurse Educator +
Tiffany Helen Daye-Lee, Nursing Administration +
Nayara C. Duarte, Nursing Administration
Samantha Lee Fitzpatrick, Nurse Educator
Naomi Margaret Fox, Nurse Educator
Jennifer Anne Gelak, Nurse Educator
Karen Giannattasio, Nursing Informatics
Deborah Ann Glick, Nurse Educator +
Michele Goodlow, Nurse Educator
Karen A. Grab, Nursing Administration
Phillip Herbert Guest, Nurse Educator
Deborah L. Haber-Miller, Nurse Educator +
Gabriele Hallbauer, Nurse Educator
Denise M. Hamilton, Nurse Educator
Michael Patrick Hardiman, Nurse Educator
Thiel Hennessy, Nurse Educator
Kathleen Elyse Hujber, Nurse Educator

Susan Leslie Utterback, Systems-Level Leadership +

+ Faculty with current nursing licensure
Christina Johnson, Nurse Educator
Kelsey Kelleher, Nursing Informatics
Lynda Gardner Kita, Nurse Educator
Clara Elisabeth Knapp, Nurse Educator
Jane A. Litterio, Nurse Educator
Jacqueline Magalong, Nurse Educator
Allyn McCarthy, Nursing Informatics
Ashley E. Mewherter, Nursing Informatics
Jacqueline Miller, Nurse Educator
Guy J. Moyer Jr., Nurse Educator
Solomon Kwaku Ofori-Nortsu, Nurse Educator
Arleen Marie Ott, Nursing Administration
Kimberly Maharaj Pancholi, Nursing Informatics
Allison Rekuc, Nursing Administration
Rachelle M. Reyes, Nurse Educator
Danielle Sastre, Nurse Educator
Amelia L. Skelly, Nursing Administration
Ivy Sheena Sosoban, Nurse Educator
Mandy M. Starnes, Nurse Educator
Kimberly E. Stroman, Nursing Administration
Regina Thomas-Kersey, Nursing Administration
Lavall Traynham, Nursing Informatics
Lilian Nonye Ukadike, Nursing Administration
Anita M. Whiting, Nurse Educator
Keri Jeanne Whooley, Nurse Educator
Caitlin E. Wood, Nursing Administration

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Priscilla Serwaa Achirem, Nursing
Phanuel K. Addo, Nursing
Megan Albert, Nursing
Lina Alcazar, Nursing
Cinthia Almonte-Vasquez, Nursing
Kathleen Ann Angelucci, Nursing
Sara Ariyeva, Nursing
Kelly Bailey, Nursing
Patricia May Tuazon Barredo, Nursing
Stephanie Barry, Nursing
Karen Bauer, Nursing
Kellee Baylis, Nursing
Maryanne Baylosis, Nursing
Eleanor Margaret Bellan, Nursing
Michael Joseph Biesiada, Nursing
Rachel M. Bishop, Nursing
Bernice Boateng, Nursing
Lisa Sue Boyles, Nursing
Nicole L. Bruno, Nursing
Brittini Alexandra Bryant, Nursing
Shana Nicole Campbell, Nursing
Gary Cantiveros, Nursing
Jessenia Capo, Nursing
Kristin Deborah Carlstedt, Nursing
Emily Ryan Carter, Nursing
Mary Ann Brotonel Catibog, Nursing
Sarah Chaput, Nursing
Matthew Christiani, Nursing
Stephanie Cioci, Nursing
Monica M. Colameco, Nursing
Rebecca Coolahan, Nursing
Debra J. Cox, Nursing
Julia Mae Criscuolo, Nursing
Angela Rose Cristofolo, Nursing
Katina Cruz, Nursing
Trea Marie Cueva, Nursing

Allison Rekuc, Nursing Administration
Rachelle M. Reyes, Nurse Educator
Danielle Sastre, Nurse Educator
Amelia L. Skelly, Nursing Administration
Ivy Sheena Sosoban, Nurse Educator
Mandy M. Starnes, Nurse Educator
Kimberly E. Stroman, Nursing Administration
Regina Thomas-Kersey, Nursing Administration
Lavall Traynham, Nursing Informatics
Lilian Nonye Ukadike, Nursing Administration
Anita M. Whiting, Nurse Educator
Keri Jeanne Whooley, Nurse Educator
Caitlin E. Wood, Nursing Administration
Bachelor of Science in Nursing, continued

Francy Guerrier, Nursing
Luis M. Gutierrez, Nursing
Christina Haddad, Nursing
Maaike E. Haight, Nursing
Melissa Halbeisen, Nursing
Erica Hall, Nursing
Kevin Schuyler Hamilton, Nursing
Eric M. Hancock, Nursing
Shufeng Hao, Nursing
Sarah Renee Harold, Nursing
Megan Haskins, Nursing
Crystal M. Hill, Nursing
Christopher Hintenach, Nursing
Joy Holloway-Davilar, Nursing
Stacy Horowitz, Nursing
Matthew D. Hoskins, Nursing
Erica Hrudowsky, Nursing
Jennifer Hullings, Nursing
Brenna Hunter, Nursing
Shufeng Hao, Nursing
Sarah Renee Harold, Nursing
Megan Haskins, Nursing
Crystal M. Hill, Nursing
Christopher Hintenach, Nursing
Joy Holloway-Davilar, Nursing
Stacy Horowitz, Nursing
Matthew D. Hoskins, Nursing
Erica Hrudowsky, Nursing
Jennifer Hullings, Nursing
Brenna Hunter, Nursing
Qudsiya Mubeen Hussain, Nursing
Heather C. Hutchison, Nursing
Michael James Hyde, Nursing
Anna Ictchenko, Nursing
Tracy Lynn Iglesias, Nursing
Dominique Chivon Johnson, Nursing
Robert A. Jose, Nursing
Larissa Juliano, Nursing
So Young Jung, Nursing
Lisa Kamara, Nursing
Anthonyette Karcyza, Nursing
Rajvir Kaur, Nursing
Erin E. Kelly, Nursing
Cindy Jean Kelshaw, Nursing
Annmarie Kennedy, Nursing
Jennifer M. Kennedy, Nursing
Janine Kennovin, Nursing
Peter Kim, Nursing
Racheal Kim, Nursing
Melissa Kimble, Nursing
Gina E. King, Nursing
Courtney Helen Kite, Nursing
Kim Kondas, Nursing
Amy Konow, Nursing
Lorrie L. Koonz, Nursing
Elizabeth P. Kumaravelu, Nursing
Jennifer M. Lambert, Nursing
Kimberly A. Laramee, Nursing
Bernadette Lattig, Nursing
Joseph Thomas Law, Nursing
Renea LaToya Lemon-Saulsbury, Nursing
Valerie Lenard, Nursing
Victoria Leone, Nursing
Jennifer Marie Lettieri, Nursing
Felice Lewaine, Nursing
Amanda Kate Lillis, Nursing
Amirah Lindsay, Nursing
Antonia Lokuta, Nursing
Stephanie Anne Louglasses, Nursing
Jennifer F. Lyon, Nursing
Racheal A. Maher, Nursing
Melissa Y. Mapa, Nursing
Shannon M. Marek, Nursing
Amber Martinez, Nursing
Erika Martinez, Nursing
Patricia Mathews, Nursing
Christopher Thomas Matter, Nursing
Lisa McCarr, Nursing
Melissa Pauline McCoy, Nursing
Hannah E. McGrath, Nursing
Monica A. McKenna, Nursing
Yaroslava Melnyk, Nursing
Jewel Andrea Mercurius, Nursing
Kent D. Miller, Nursing
Anna Mohlenhoff, Nursing
Melissa Molloie, Nursing
Emily Montilla, Nursing
Dawn M. Morgan, Nursing
Regan Amanda Morimoto, Nursing
Denise C. Naparano, Nursing
Ashley R. Neiman, Nursing
Melissa Carolyn Nini, Nursing
Katherine Orgera, Nursing
Amanda Ortiz-Torres, Nursing
Cathleen Ovacz, Nursing
Carolina A. Pangan-Cruz, Nursing
Hyun Park, Nursing
Na Lena Patel, Nursing
Roshni Patel, Nursing
Seema Patel, Nursing
Shivali Tarun Patel, Nursing
Yulien Perez, Nursing
Gionna Pica, Nursing
Olga Pierson, Nursing
Kaitlyn Pirozzoli, Nursing
Stacy Prince, Nursing
Bethany Lynn Queiruga, Nursing
Dwight Quilling, Nursing
Alejandra Ramirez, Nursing
Aqsa S. Rana, Nursing
Josephina Jillo Raymond, Nursing
Kathleen Reid, Nursing
Patricia Relvas, Nursing
Maureen L. Rindgen, Nursing
Darlene A. Robbins, Nursing
Racheal Rodriguez, Nursing
Jillian R. Rogers, Nursing
Cynara Margot Rombough, Nursing
Alexis Romero, Nursing
Yana Rosetti, Nursing
Fallon Ty Roth, Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nursing, continued

Brittany R. Rotonda, Nursing
Diane Rotonda, Nursing
Christina Elizabeth Rule, Nursing ★
Rosael Kathiuska Sanchez, Nursing
Sandra N. Sanford, Nursing ★
Marina Shaposhnikov, Nursing ★
Alicia Shipman, Nursing ★
Alena Shiryaeva, Nursing
Paulina Sieradzy, Nursing ★
Courtney R. Signor-Montgomery, Nursing ★
Ruby Singh, Nursing ★
Pavel Sbiutsou, Nursing ★
Marissa Anne Siwak, Nursing
Marc Skloff, Nursing
Carole J. Skolnik, Nursing
Kimberly Slattery, Nursing
Jennifer E. Slabaugh, Nursing ★
Carole Annette Smith, Nursing ★
Chloe Sneyer, Nursing ★
Ingrid Sokolsky, Nursing ★
Steven Spadafino Jr., Nursing
Ann Marie Stanley, Nursing
Elisabeth Stetson, Nursing ★
Shila Stevens, Nursing
Jacqueline Strasser, Nursing ★
Chelsea Marie Talarico, Nursing ★
Andres G. Tarra, Nursing
Jessica Grace N. Tecson, Nursing ★
Christi L. Teufel, Nursing ★
Davia Olympia Titus, Nursing
Bret James Tokash, Nursing ★
Dominka K. Tomczyk, Nursing
Lesly Torres, Nursing ★
William T. Toth, Nursing
Tanya Lorene Touch, Nursing
Christine V. Truh, Nursing ★
Oksana M. Tuncay, Nursing ★
Clarice Villanueva Umali, Nursing
Elizabeth Susan Van Curen, Nursing
Maryann Varano, Nursing
Jacqueline Vega, Nursing
Abbey Ventrice, Nursing ★
Jordan Christine Vetrini, Nursing
Alicia Marie Vignets-Cruz, Nursing ★
Tracy-Ann A. Walters, Nursing ★
Jennifer A. Weber, Nursing ★
Camisha Wedderburn, Nursing ★
Kinga Izabella Weglinski, Nursing ★
Kristy Marie White, Nursing ★
Lisa M. Wilson, Nursing ★
Stacey Sherese Womble, Nursing
Leila Zsebenyi, Nursing

John S. Watson School of Public Service

Master of Public Service Leadership

Devin Ashley Beals, Nonprofit Management
Courtney Paige Drazich, Public Health/Public Policy
Linda Duffy, Community and Economic Development
Jonathan Preston Gibson, Community and Economic Development
Ishiya Ashley Hayes, Public Health/Public Policy
Chelsey E. Johnson, Nonprofit Management
Adrienne Pearson, Community and Economic Development
Chandra O. Wilson, Learner-Designed Area of Study
Stella Zagata-Fee, Public Health/Public Policy

Master of Science in Homeland Security

Charles A. Bogdan, Homeland Security
Crista Lynn Britton, Homeland Security ★
Katarzyna Czajka, Homeland Security
Felix D. Diazcortes, Homeland Security
Marcelo F. Dossantos, Homeland Security ★
Nathan Daniel Ford, Homeland Security ★
Jonathan S. Lapidow, Homeland Security
Raymond Owusu-Antwi, Homeland Security
Damon J. Paglia, Homeland Security
Master of Science in Management

Angelica Athens, Homeland Security Management

Bachelor of Science

Paolo Alessandro Aliaga, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Bismark Asare, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
David P. Bogart, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Joseph Bovair, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Matthew J. Boyko, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Oliver D. Brunhoeber, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Waylon Richard Carlson, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Melissa Cifelli, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Kelan F. Coates, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Robert Cowley, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Corey R. Funk, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Juan R. Gonzalez, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Kane G. Gresham, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Tyler Jon Gresham, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Jason Allen Huntley, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Douglas L. Kieler, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Mary P. Lamot, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness

Amanda Lynn Marotta, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Omar Josue Millan Sanchez, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Chaka D. Muhammad, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Patrick Jean Pean Jr., Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Luis Rafael Perez, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Jonah Brian Randazzo, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Scott Christian Read, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Alex Reineke, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Nathan Sehi, Homeland Security and Emergency Management
John Albert Stakeman Jr., Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Nicolas M. Steele, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Daniel J. West, Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Bachelor of Science in Human Services
Tina Louise Berry, Human Services

Jesalyn K. Moore, Human Services

Associate in Arts in Human Services
Kajsa D. Butler, Human Services
Stephen Joseph Garson Jr., Human Services

TaraLee J. Parker, Human Services
Arnold Fletcher Award
The Arnold Fletcher Award recognizes Thomas Edison State University bachelor's degree graduates for exceptional achievement in nontraditional learning. Students selected for this award have demonstrated excellence and have earned a large number of credits using one or more of the innovative learning modes recognized by the University. The award is named in honor of Dr. Arnold Fletcher, vice president for Academic Affairs from 1973 to 1983. Graduates wearing the gold double honor cords are the Arnold Fletcher Award recipients.

Alpha Sigma Lambda National Honor Society
Alpha Sigma Lambda National Honor Society was founded in 1945 to recognize adult students in higher education who have achieved academic excellence while fulfilling the many responsibilities of family, work and community services. The Thomas Edison State University Lambda Tau Chapter was established in 1996. Graduates wearing the garnet and gold honor cords are the Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor recipients.

Delta Mu Delta International Honor Society in Business
The Delta Mu Delta International Honor Society in Business recognizes scholarship and achievement among students in business programs. The creation of Delta Mu Delta follows the tradition of honoring business programs accredited by the Accreditation Council for Business Schools & Programs. The Thomas Edison State University Omicron Nu Chapter was established in 2018 and recognizes qualifying graduates in the Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Master of Business Administration, Master of Science in Human Resources Management and Master of Science in Management. Graduates with a symbol of ▼ by their name are the candidates for Delta Mu Delta International Society. Graduates wearing the purple and gold cord are the members.

Kappa Delta Pi International Honor Society
Kappa Delta Pi, the International Honor Society in Education, is an honor society recognizing the academic achievements and professional accomplishments of educators worldwide. Kappa Delta Pi is one of the largest and most prestigious educational honor societies in the world. With more than 500 active chapters, Kappa Delta Pi is dedicated to the ideals of fidelity to humanity, service, science and toil. As part of its goal, Kappa Delta Pi recognizes scholarship and enhances the professional development of its members. The Thomas Edison State University Alpha Zeta Epsilon chapter was established in 2010. Graduates wearing the purple and white honor cords are the Kappa Delta Pi Honor recipients.

Sigma Beta Delta International Honor Society
The Sigma Beta Delta International Honor Society recognizes scholarship and achievement among students of business, management and administration. The creation of Sigma Beta Delta follows a 200-year tradition of honoring scholastic achievement in higher education. The Thomas Edison State University Chapter was established in 2009 and recognizes qualifying graduates in the Bachelor of Science in Organizational Leadership and Bachelor of Science in Professional Studies programs. Graduates wearing the green and gold cord are the members.

Order Of The Sword and Shield
The Order of The Sword and Shield was established in 2010 and is the first academic and professional honor society dedicated exclusively to the disciplines of homeland security, intelligence, emergency management and protective security. The Thomas Edison State University Chapter was established in 2015. Graduates wearing the blue and gold cords are the Order of the Sword and Shield recipients.

Honor Society of Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau International
The Honor Society of Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau International was founded in 1922. Its purposes are to recognize superior academic achievement and the development of leadership qualities; to foster high professional standards; to encourage creative work; and to strengthen commitment to the ideals and purposes of the nursing profession. The Upsilon Rho Chapter at Thomas Edison State University was chartered in 2008. Graduates wearing the purple and white honor cords are the Honor Society of Nursing recipients.

Military/Veteran Honor Stole and/or Cord
Graduates selected to wear the honor stoles and/or red white and blue honor cords are currently serving in the U.S. military or are honorably discharged U.S. veterans. The stoles and cords are not only in recognition of their academic achievement but also acknowledge self-sacrifice and service to our country.
Academic Heraldry: The Symbols of Learning

While the current code concerning the types of academic regalia to be used by colleges in the United States dates from 1959, distinctive academic dress dates from the medieval universities of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The college or university commencement procession today is a pageant, alive and bright with dress and ceremony derived from the tradition of the oldest universities.

Academic life as we know it today began in the Middle Ages — in Bologna and Paris, Oxford and Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow and Louvain — first in the church, then in the guilds. The teaching guild was the Guild of the Master of Arts, where the bachelor was the apprentice of the master, and the dress was color-coded and patterned according to the academic level and discipline. In the hierarchy of the academic world, the associate degree is the modern entry point. Its equivalent in the guild of teachers was that of a junior apprentice. Twelfth-century records of Oxford University state this justification for academic dress: “It is honorable and in accordance with reason that clerks to whom God has given an advantage of the lay folk in their adornments within, should likewise differ from the lay folk outwardly in dress.”

There are three principal features of academic dress: the gown, the cap and the hood. Their design and heraldry were, from as early as the eleventh and twelfth centuries in the great European universities, the outward sign of the bringing together of students and privileged persons under the same discipline.

To preserve their dignity and meaning, it early became necessary for these universities to set rules for academic dress. American universities agreed on a system in 1895 and set up a suitable code of academic dress for the colleges and universities of the United States. In 1932, and again in 1959, the American Council on Education revised the code that, for the most part, governs the style of academic dress today.

THE GOWN. The flowing gown comes from the twelfth century. Many think it was worn in olden times as protection against the cold of unheated buildings. It has become symbolic of the democracy of scholarship, for it completely covers any dress of rank or social standing. At Thomas Edison State University, the associate degree gown is burgundy. The gown is black for all degrees above the associate, with pointed sleeves for the bachelor’s degree; oblong sleeves for the master’s degree; and bell-shaped sleeves for the doctor’s degree. For the bachelor’s and master’s degree, the gown has no trimmings. For the doctor’s degree, it is faced down the front with velvet and has three bars of velvet across the sleeves in the color distinctive of the faculty or discipline to which the degree pertains.
THE CAP. When Roman law freed a slave, he won the privilege of wearing a cap. Thus, the academic cap is a sign of freedom of scholarship and the responsibility and dignity with which scholarship endows the wearer. Old poetry records the cap of scholarship as square to symbolize the book, although some authorities claim that the mortar board is the symbol of the masons, a privileged guild. The color of the tassel on the cap is black or burgundy. The associate cap is burgundy. Caps for master's and doctor's degrees are often black, but may appear in other colors, as well, depending on the rest of the regalia.

THE HOOD. Almost all of the students and faculty in the medieval universities were clerics (minor church ecclesiastics) and were tonsured (i.e., had shaved heads), and the hood served to cover the shaved head from the cold of unheated buildings. Eventually, the hood was superseded by the skull cap and evolved into a headdress more or less like those in use today. Heraldically, the hood is an inverted shield with one or more chevrons of a secondary color on the ground of the primary color of the college. The color of the facing of the hood denotes the discipline represented by the degree; the color of the lining of the hood designates the college or university from which the degree was granted.

THE MACE. The mace — a heavy staff or club fashioned entirely of metal with a metal head — was originally a weapon of war. In the sixteenth century, it became a ceremonial standard and a scepter of office. It resembled the original weapon and was carried before officials at ceremonial occasions. A mace is still in use in the British House of Commons, where it lies upon the table before the speaker as a symbol of the authority of the House.

The mace of Thomas Edison State University was designed by the University and was inaugurated as the scepter of office at the October 1990 Commencement ceremony and updated in 2016 to reflect university status. It is a solid maple scepter with a two-sided medallion mounted to the head by a brass collar. There is a brass band on the top, upon which the names of the University's four presidents and their terms are inscribed as follows: James Douglas Brown Jr., 1972-1978; Larraine Rose Matusak, 1979-1982; George A. Pruitt, 1982-2018; and Merodie A. Hancock, 2018-present. The mace shaft and base are finished in mahogany.

Carried in the procession by the President of the University Academic Council, the mace symbolizes the authority of the Office of the President.
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Honorary Degree Recipient

Marilyn R. Pearson
President, TPB Legacy Group

Marilyn R. Pearson has served on the Thomas Edison State University Board of Trustees since 2002. She began her leadership role on the Board in 2005 as vice chairperson and subsequently was elected as chairperson from 2007 to 2009. She served on the Public Affairs Committee, Finance Committee and the Nominations and Governance Committee for many years. Ms. Pearson also served on the Thomas Edison State University Foundation Board of Directors.

Ms. Pearson began her career with Merrill Lynch where she achieved a national reputation for developing and delivering innovative marketing and training strategies and was a highly sought-after speaker on Retirement Planning and Planned Giving Programs. During her tenure at Merrill Lynch, she was awarded membership in the Merrill Lynch esteemed Executive’s Club in 1981 and 1982 and the President’s Club in 1983. She lectured to more than 1,600 financial consultants annually and spent the next few years working on the firm’s efforts with minority Recruitment, Retention and Development.

While at Salomon Smith Barney, Ms. Pearson was first vice president of Philanthropic Services. In her capacity, she was charged with the development and delivery of Philanthropic Services Training for Financial Consultants and the national roll out of the Donor-Advised Fund.

With more than 30 years of experience in the financial and philanthropic services industries, Ms. Pearson created TPB Legacy Group in 2011 to support nonprofit organizations, colleges and universities in their efforts to grow stronger through board and staff development.

Ms. Pearson holds a BA in English from Saginaw Valley State University, University Center, Michigan.
Honorary Degree Recipient

Brigadier General Jemal J. Beale
Adjutant General of New Jersey

Brigadier General Jemal J. Beale was sworn in as The Adjutant General of New Jersey on April 2, 2018. Brigadier General Beale commands more than 8,400 soldiers and airmen of the New Jersey National Guard. He directs, controls and manages the New Jersey Department of Military and Veterans Affairs in the execution of federal and state missions. In addition, he manages all state veterans’ programs, commissions and facilities in New Jersey. A combat Veteran of Afghanistan, his previous assignments include director, Plans, Operations, Training & Safety; director, Logistics; commander, Recruiting & Retention Battalion; and commander, Border Police Mentor Team (OEF). Brigadier General Beale began his military career in 1987 as an enlisted soldier and was commissioned as a second lieutenant in 1990 after completing the Early Commissioning Program at Seton Hall University. He has served throughout the continental United States, Afghanistan, Albania, Germany and Italy.

Brigadier General Beale holds a BA in Art History from Kean University, a Master of Public Administration from Kean University and a Master of Strategic Studies from the United States Army War College.

He is a second generation N.J. National Guardsmen, the son of Chief Warrant Officer II (Ret.) Howard W. Beale, a small business owner. He is from Monmouth County, N.J., where he currently resides with his wife, Shawanda, an educator, and their three children: Ariel, Malcolm and Victoria.
On Behalf of Graduates

Colleen Lynn Geib, BSN ’19

Ms. Colleen Geib has worked professionally in the public health and nutrition fields for more than a decade, working hard to help prevent diseases and promote health, and worked diligently at educating the public. She recently completed her accelerated Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) at Thomas Edison State University. In addition, she has completed a Master in Nutrition and Integrative Health and became a board certified Nutrition Specialist in September 2016 and a Master in Public Health (MPH) from Loma Linda University in 2005. With a diverse range of work experiences and background, she has had the pleasure of working as a clinical nutritionist for a nonprofit community health center, senior public health analyst for the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), U.S. Peace Corps health educator, and a commissioned officer in the U.S. Army.

Her lifelong dream has been to pursue a health career with the Veterans Health Administration. Ms. Geib is currently pursuing nursing positions with the Department of Veterans Affairs to help veterans recover and heal. In her spare time, she enjoys playing with her nephews, cooking and being outdoors.
On Behalf of Alumni

Tracye Coleman, BSBA ’14

Ms. Tracye Coleman has worked for the state of New Jersey for more than a decade and currently serves as auditor for the Department of Corrections. Prior to earning her Bachelor of Science in Business Administration degree in Accounting in 2014 at Thomas Edison State University, she completed her associate degree at Mercer County Community College. Her professional work is leading to her goal of being a forensic accountant.
Commencement Quick Facts

Doctoral Degrees Awarded ..................................................... 3

Master’s Degrees Awarded ..................................................... 204

Bachelor’s Degrees Awarded ................................................... 1,845

Associate Degrees Awarded .................................................... 396

Total Degrees Awarded ........................................................... 2,448

Demographics:

Males ............................................................................... 1,285

Females ....................................................................... 1,068

In-State ........................................................................ 875

Out-of-State ................................................................ 1,435

International ................................................................. 28

Residency Unknown ......................................................... 15

Average Age of Graduates ............................................... 35.5
Hail Our University

We travel on our journey, begun so long ago; the path we saw before us had turns we did not know. But travel on we had to, through turns and hills and snares; we saw our goal before us, and journeyed ever there. And we say hail our University, a new path has begun.

We travel on along life’s way with Thomas Edison.

Some paths go unexpected to places undefined; but in the strangest places it’s learning that we find. For all paths lead to knowledge, and knowledge to new ways; our journey drives us onward through all our trav’ling days. And so we hail our University, a new path has begun.

We travel on along life’s way with Thomas Edison.

When storm clouds hang before us, and night obscures our trail, we shall not stop nor stumble for knowledge lifts the veil. A light that shines in darkness to lead us on our way, we travel on, and shine as well, beacons for the rest of our days! Hail our University, a new path has begun.

We travel on along life’s way with Thomas Edison.

We travel on along life’s way with Thomas Edison.